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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines factors that affect the career

orientation of United States Navy Surface Warfare and

Submarine designated officers and federally employed civilian

engineers and scientists at the Naval Avionics Center.

Biodemographic, tenure, satisfaction, and expectations-related

variables were tested for correlation with intent to remain in

the organization for the period of service corresponding to

the derived definition of "career." The results were used to

construct models for each of the above sample groups and the

Logit regression procedure was used to measure the impact of

each retained variable on career intent. Data for the

military samples were taken from the 1985 DOD Survey. Data

for the Naval Avionics Center sample were collected using a

survey designed and administered by the authors. The thesis

identifies different behavior patterns between the three

samples. Additionally the thesis provides insight as to the

relative and comparative impacts of the factors deemed

significant and their potential influence on retention policy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Personnel turnovei has become a major concern to those who

have an interest in organizational behavior. Turnover results

in considerable costs to individuals as well as organizations.

Consequently much research concerning the phenomena of

turnover has been done, including studies on both civilian and

military communities. [Ref. 1]

The resignation of any Naval officer deals a costly blow

to the Navy's manpower resource pool. Not only are the costs

of countless hours of specialized training wasted, the costs

of recruiting and training a replacement must be considered as

well. Officer acquisition costs alone are about $195 million

per year. [Ref. 2] In today's Navy, full of complex weapons

systems and state-of-the-art technology, training costs can

also be substantial. In addition, training simply cannot take

the place of experience, and although difficult to quantify,

this loss of experience is particularly costly. Consequently,

retention is fiscally important.

A parallel concern exists in the large community of

federal civilian engineers that work at numerous support

facilities throughout the country. The loss of an experienced

engineer entails replacement, recruiting, and training costs,

as well as the loss of that engineer's experience.
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The loss of experienced personnel creates "holes" in the

organizational structure that must be filled by enticing an

additional experienced officer or engineer to remain with the

organization. Attrition also has a "domino effect" on initial

recruiting and retention of military personnel, because the

military must fill upper level vacancies by promotion from

within. Essentially, these vacancies move down the

organizational hierarchy as personnel are promoted upwards to

fill them. This practice exacerbates the training problem,

by creating more vacancies, which requires more training of

personnel to fill them, which costs money and involves a

substantial amount of administration. Eventually, the vacancy

reaches the bottom the hierarchy, where it is then filled by

a fresh recruit. On the other hand, civilian organizations

can fill vacancies using lateral entry replacements who may

already possess the skills required for the position to be

filled. Of course some amount of attrition is necessary and

expected, however to minimize manpower costs, the attrition

of dedicated experienced personnel should be minimized.

This study focuses on the retention decision process and

the factors that influence career choice among two naval

officer communities and federal civilian engineers. The

"employee" who eventually decides to leave must base his

decision on some factor(s) that supports his decision, and it

would be useful to know not only what they were, but how they

affect the decision as well. The study will attempt to
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identify the factors that support this decision process, and

explore how they interact.

Specifically, this thesis attempts to study the retention

decision process as it relates to the careers of male surface

warfare designated Naval officers, submarine designated Naval

officers, and federally employed civilian engineers at the

Naval Avionics Center. Using correlation drkd multivariate

analysis based upon previous research and original

assumptions, the retention decision of these communities is

modeled against several measures of job satisfaction, life

satisfaction, biodemographics, and career experience.

A. THE NAVAL OFFICER COMMUNITY

The decision to stay or leave a job is based upon several

factors. The Navy attempts to determine these factors through

the use of separation surveys that are administered to

officers leaving the service and retention surveys that are

randomly administered to the force. The top ten reasons for

leaving and remaining in the Navy are presented in 'atles I

and 2 respectively.

As one can see, the factors that affect retention and

separation are not quite the same. A notable difference is

the absence of pay as a dissatisfier, since it is commonly

believed that military pay is inadequate; yet pay is included

as a satisfier in Table 2. The responses involving "use of

abilities, skills an "education" and "initiative" are

3



TABLE 1

REASONS FOR OFFICER SEPARATIONS, 1986

Ranking Description

1 Too much family separation

2 Too much crisis management

3 Unable to sufficiently plan/control career

4 Suppressed initiative, creativity,
and professional stimulation

5 Insufficient managerial/leadership
qualities of seniors

6 Lack of recognition for accomplishment/
self-respect

7 Problems with assignment/detailing

8 Possible erosion of benefits

9 Job dissatisfaction

10 Poor utilization of abilities, skills and
education

Source: CNO Memorandum 1040 ser. 136D21/6U377823 of 9
JAN 87

particularly interesting, since they indicate the fact that

something can be a satisfier as well as a dissatisfier. Such

responses make it difficult to determine how these factors

affect the behavior in question.

The officer corps has rarely been looked at in detail.

Yet,

They run the largest enterprise in the United States and
the most lethal military establishment in the world. They
spend more than 31 percent of the federal budget. In the
nuclear age, they literally hold the fate of the earth
in their hands--despite the tradition of civilian control.
They are the American military elite--the 299,000 officers.
[Ref. 3:p. 1]
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TABLE 2

REASONS FOR OFFICER RETENTION, 1986

Ranking Description

1 To perform meaningful and challenging work
2 To obtain positions of responsibility and

authority

3 To use abilities, skills, and education

4 Opportunity to serve my country

5 To pursue a career in a given specialty

6 To obtain a rilitary retirement

7 To obtain good pay and allowances

8 Because there is opportunity to show
initiative

9 To enjoy Navy lifestyle/Esprit de Corps

10 For opportunity to command

Source: CNO Memorandlim 1040 ser. 136D21/6U377823 of 9
JAN 87

The U.S. military is the largest institution within the

government. It is so large that its operation impacts on the

economy, on class and minority policies, on science and

research efforts, on education, on the legal system, and on

national values.

Seventy-five percent of the military officer corps is in

the 0-2 to 0-4 rank levels. In the Navy, which has about 29%

of the total officer strength, the grade distribution is as

depicted in Table 3. Of these, 42,960 are in the 0-1 to 0-3

category, 24,727 in the 0-4 to 0-6 category, and 256 are flag
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rank. [Ref. 3:p. 3J Nearly 75% of all newly commissioned

officers are between ages 21-25, and an overwhelming majority

are college graduates. [Ref. 3:p. 7]

TABLE 3

NAVAL OFFICER GRADE DISTRIBUTION

Pay grade Percent

0-1 15.3

0-2 14.6

0-3 33.1

0-4 19.8

0-5 TO 0-10 17.2

Source: [Ref. 3:p. 3]

"With striking regularity, students of warfare have

commented that the most important determinant of military

success is the quality of personnel." [Ref. 4:p. 6] The

nature of the threat to national security will no longer allow

time for full mobilization and upgrading of military skills

[Ref. 5:p. 1]. Retention of skilled junior officers is

paramount to success in future conflicts, where it is

generally acknowledged that the fight will be conducted with

assets already on hand at the start of the conflict. Loss of

these skilled people can cause several problems, including

lack of experience in critical areas, less promotion

selectability, and inefficient use of scarce training dollars.
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B. THE NAVAL AVIONICS CENTER

The Naval Avionics Center is located in Indianapolis,

Indiana. As of March 1989, the Naval Avionics Center employed

3320 permanent civilian personnel, 1149 of which were degreed

scientists or engineers. The vast majority of these personnel

are found in one of four of the nine departments that comprise

the Center's organization. (A basic organization chart is

provided as Appendix A.) These departments are "200"

(Manufacturing Technology), "400" (Product Integrity and

Assurance), "800" (Systems and Technology), and "900"

(Engineering). As civil servants, they are salaried employees

who are paid on standard regional government GS/GM pay scales.

The Center's mission is,

... to conduct research, development, engineering, material
acquisition, pilot and limited manufacturing, technical
evaluation, depot maintenance, and integrated logistic
support on assigned airborne electronics (avionics),
missile, spaceborne, under sea and surface weapon systems
and related equipment. [Ref. 6]

It is a subordinate command of the Naval Air Systems Command

and is typical of many large military industrial facilities,

in that it has a small military staff (13 in this case)

responsible for a large civilian labor force. Although it is

technically a government facility, the Center competes for

much of its work using the standard competitive bidding

procedures for government contracts. Those departments that

are "light-loaded" may even accept outside work. In these
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respects, the Center is much like any privately operated

industrial activity.

As part of an organizational effectiveness study of the

Naval Avionics Center being conducted by the staff of the

Naval Postgraduate School Administrative Sciences Department,

the issue of turnover, particularly of engineers and

scientists, was identified as a concern by the military staff.

As expressed in the Center's own overview statement,

...the Center invests in a strong personnel training program
designed to foster technical and managerial skills
especially attuned to addressing the Navy's airborne
electronics issues of today and tomorrow. In order to stay
abreast of new philosophies in the systems acquisition
process and the rapid advances in avionics technologies, the
Center continually invests in the upgrading of its
personnel's capabilities.

As a result of these resource investment strategies, the
Center has assembled an impressive array of professional and
skilled personnel combined with well-equipped physical
facilities. [Ref. 6]

In light of this personnel philosophy, which involves

substantial investments in training and experience, turnover

has an especially devastating effect on the Center's ability

to stay abreast of technology and exploit the very strategy

that it is attempting to build upon.

Although the Center does administer "leaver surveys" to

departing employees, this data is not retained in any files.

As a result, there is no historical data for use as a

reference to determine the basic reasons for turnover or

retention at the Center. This also makes it next to

impossible to determine the demographics of those leaving the
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Center, in terms of age, experience, and training. Figures

on overall turnover are available, and they indicate that in

the first two quarters of fiscal year 1989, attrition of

engineers and scientists was running at 6.1 percent, 63

percent of which was due solely to voluntary resignation.

Recruitment to replace those personnel leaving the Center is

done on a piecemeal basis, with recruits being procured as

vacancies occur. In other words, there is no annual

recruiting program or recruit quota system based upon a

forecasting model or other methodology.

Since the basic education requirements of federal civilian

engineers, and line naval officers are similar, and the

federal government must compete for recruits from the same

manpower pool, this study will look for similarities and

differences in turnover behavior between these communities.

C. FINDINGS

The purpose of this thesis was to identify factors

affecting the career orientation of three sample communities--

surface warfare officers, submarine officers, and federal

civilian engineers--and to estimate the magnitudes of the

effects of these individual factors using an original turnover

model.

The research shows that each of the three sampled

communities is affected by different factors in the career

orientation of its members. First order correlation analysis
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revealed that age, length of service, presence of dependents,

satisfaction with family environment, unit morale, overall

satisfaction with the organization, expectations that the

family could be better off if the employee left the

organization, and the employee's previous job search history

were significant across all three sample groups. Education,

spouse employment, and pay satisfaction were not significant

for any of the sample groups.

Each of the sample communities exhibited unique correlates

of turnover intent. The major differences across military

community involved career agreement with spouse, satisfaction

with work environment, satisfaction with job freedom,

promotion expectations, and job satisfaction. The former two

were significant only for the surface warfare sample, the

latter three were significant for both military samples. The

Naval Avionics Center data reveals that expectations

concerning the availability of, as well as actual offers of,

alternative employment were significant in the turnover

decision process.

Logit regression analysis of each community revealed that

the proposed model of turnover intent was supported in all

three cases. All three models demonstrated at least 85.7

percent accuracy in predicting intent to stay, as shown in

Chapters IV and V. Analysis also supports the conclusion that

each community exhibits distinct trends in the types of

variables affecting the turnover process. Specifically,
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surface warfare officers are most influenced by

dissatisfaction with the Navy and promotion opportunities,

submarine warfare officers are most influenced by expectations

of future duty and family environment, and Naval Avionics

Center personnel are most influenced by family factors and job

alternatives.
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A. INTRODUCTION

There is an abundance of research on the subject of

employee turnover related to civilian as well as military

organizations. Most of this research focuses on explaining

the nature of turnover, its determinants, and measurement of

these determinants for predictive purposes. Much of the early

work focused on the relationship between the construct of job

satisfaction and turnover. "The term 'job satisfaction' is

generally taken to mean the employee's general attitude toward

certain aspects of the job, the work itself, supervisor,

coworkers, and so on." [Ref. 7]

1. Job Satisfaction

Job satisfaction is one of the most widely researched

areas in industrial and organizational psychology. It is

estimated that well over 3000 articles have been published on

the subject. This overwhelming interest is due to cultural

and functional reasons. Culturally, as a nation, America

tends to value individual freedom, personal growth, and

opportunity. Functionally, satisfaction has been shown to be

related to such job related aspects as turnover and

performance. [Ref. 8:p. 394]

Job satisfaction is an emotional, affective, and

individual response to a work situation. Many factors

12



contribute to how an individual feels about a job. Global

satisfaction is a measure of overall feeling for a job (macro

level) and as such, is not concerned with individual

components that make up satisfaction. Facet satisfaction is

a measure of feelings for individual elements of a job (micro

level), and is based on the idea that "a job is not an entity

but a complex inter-relationship of tasks, roles,

responsibilities, interactions, incentives, and rewards."

[Ref. 8:p. 397]

There are an indeterminant number of job facets

affecting the satisfaction levels of individual workers. In

addition, each worker is affected by, and each job is composed

of, different facets. Locke [Ref. 8:p. 395] has summarized

many of the more common facets in Table 4.

In order to understand the relationships between job

satisfaction and turnover, the relevant theory must be

examined. As stated by Muchinsky:

Several theories have been proposed to explain why people
are satisfied with their jobs. None of them have garnered
a great deal of empirical confirmation, which suggests that
job satisfaction is a complex phenomenon with many causal
bases. [Ref. 8:p. 399]

Muchinsky presents four general approaches to job

satisfaction: intrapersonal comparison, interpersonal com-

parison, opponent-process theory, and the two factor approach.

[Ref. 8]

Intrapersonal comparison approaches compare what an

individual wants from a situation (the standard) to what the

13



TABLE 4

EFFECTS OF VARIOUS EVENTS, CONDITIONS, AND
AGENTS ON JOB SATISFACTION

Source Effect

Events or conditions:

Work itself: challenge Mentally challenging work
that the individual can
successfully accomplish is
satisfying.

Work itself: physical Tiring work is
demand dissatisfying.

Work itself: personal Personally interesting work
interest is satisfying.

Reward Structure Just and informative
rewards for performance are
satisfying.

Working conditions: Depends on match between
physical working conditions and

physical needs.

Working conditions: Working conditions that
goal attainment facilitate goal attainment

are satisfying.

Agents:

Self High self-esteem is
conducive to job
satisfaction.

Supervisors, Individuals will be
coworkers, satisfied with colleagues
subordinates who help them attain

rewards and see things the
way they do.

Company and Individuals will be
management satisfied with companies

that have policies and
procedures designed to help
them attain rewards.

Individuals will be
dissatisfied with
conflicting and/or
ambiguous roles imposed by
company and\or management.

14



TABLE 4 (CONTINUED)

Source Effect

Fringe benefits: Benefits do not have a
strong influence on job
satisfaction for most
workers.

Source: [Ref. 8:p. 398]

individual actually receives. The degree of satisfaction is

a function of the difference between the two; the smaller the

difference, the larger the satisfaction level. The standard

is derived from two potential sources: human needs or human

values. The needs approach, as proposed by Maslow and others,

suggests that basic human needs, such as food and air

(physical), and self esteem or companionship (psychological),

must be met in order to provide satisfaction. Maslow's need

hierarchy system states that behavior is dominated by attempts

to satisfy unfulfilled needs, and that lower level needs must

be met before higher order needs become important. The theory

has several important implications for work satisfaction.

When pay and security are poor, employees focus efforts on

fulfillment of those needs. As conditions improve, these

needs become fulfilled and less important. Now the behavior

of supervisors and co-workers takes on increased relevance.

If these aspects become satisfactory, then the nature of the

work itself can become the paramount concern [Ref. 8:p. 452].

15



This view however, seems too simplistic to explain the

complexities of human behavior.

The values approach to derivation of the standard

defines "values" as what a person desires or seeks to attain

on the job. The approach assumes that all people have the

same basic needs, but each individual places a different value

on fulfilling each need. Therefore, values determine personal

choices and the emotional responses to job-related stimuli.

(Ref. 8:p. 399]

Interpersonal comparison processes, on the other hand,

are concerned with individuals comparing themselves to others

in assessing their own feelings of job satisfaction.

Comparisons of equity are made within social systems, and as

such are not needs- or values-based. The standard is

determined on a relative basis, where individual workers are

constantly comparing their individual perceptions concerning

pay, benefits, assignments, and position, to those received

by their peers in the workplace, and deriving a personal

judgment concerning the equity of their work situation

relative to others. Satisfaction is a result of the perceived

equity of their position. [Ref. 8:p. 400]

Opponent-process theory is based on the notion that

satisfaction is a physiologically-induced reaction. The

central nervous system controls satisfaction levels and

provides a counter response to any emotional stimuli. If an

individual is happy, an opponent response attempts to return

16



him to a neutral level. Varying degrees of satisfaction

resulting from a stimulus (i.e., the job) are due to the

varying stages of this opponent response. The theory does

allow for the explanation that satisfaction can change over

time, even if the job remains the same. Each time the

opponent response mechanism is triggered, it becomes stronger.

Repeated exposure to the same stimuli (i.e., job) results in

a strong physiological response that prohibits pleasure

(satisfaction), resulting in boredom that is due to repeated

exposure, not the job itself [Ref. 8:p. 402]. This theory has

received little support by researchers, and is contrary to

findings in most studies of satisfaction that are supported by

a substantial body of sound research.

Frederick Herzberg's work was some of the first to

attempt to explain satisfaction as more than a simple

construct related to a single type of variable. He proposed

a two-factor theory of satisfaction, using the concepts of

content and context factors. Content factors relate to a

job's contents and include such aspects as recognition,

advancement, responzibility, and achievement. They affect the

way a person feels about his individual job, aside from how he

feels about the organization. When these factors are present

in a job, they will lead to satisfaction. However, when they

are absent from a job, they lead to indifference and not

dissatisfaction. Context factors are related to a job's

context and can cause dissatisfaction. When these factors,

17



such as company policy, supervisory styles, salary, and work

conditions are inadequate in a job, they will lead to

dissatisfaction. When they are present and adequate, they

lead to indifference, not satisfaction.

Later studies have shown Herzberg's work to be

simplistic because they have shown that content and context

factors, and their effects, are interrelated. However, the

study is important because it provides a look at the

complexity of the problem of determining the various

antecedents of job satisfaction and how they affect behavior.

Each of these theories has contributed to the

understanding of job satisfaction. Currently, the two-factor

theory is the more popular in terms of research generated, but

the comparative-process theories are seen as the most

defensible. [Ref. 9:p. 402] It seems unlikely that

researchers will develop the theory of job satisfaction. Such

a theory "would be an integration of the existing theories,

each of which explains a component of job satisfaction [Ref.

8:p. 402].

2. Organizational Commitment

Another important construct to understand in the study

of turnover behavior is "organizational commitment."

"Organizational commitment is an employee's identification

with and involvement in his/her organization." [Ref. 10:p.

281j Steers considered it to be a function of strong belief

and acceptance of organizational goals, a willingness to exert

18



effort on behalf of the organization, and a strong desire to

maintain organizational membership [Ref. ll:p. 46]. Using

this construct, quitting implies rejection of the

organization, and not necessarily rejection of the job. It is

important t- understand the implications of organizational

commitment, because much of the recent research uses it or

some variation of it as an explanatory variable affecting the

turnover process.

In all, at least 25 variables have been found to be

in some way related to organizational commitment, covering

such various areas of organizational life as roles, work

experience, organizational structure, and personal

characteristics. [Ref. 12:p. 351

The work of Porter, Steers, and Mowday (1982) [Ref.

12] explained the concept of organizational commitment in

great detail as part of their study titled, "Employee-

Organization Linkages".: They assume that all organizations

are concerned with the linkages they maintain with their

employees, stating, "There appears to be a growing and

justified concern on the part of organizations regarding the

causes- and cures-for reduced employee commitment and

increased turnover." [Ref. 12:p. 1]

Much of the more recent research on organizational

commitment and its determinants has focused on the dynamic

'This study was funded by the Office of Naval Research.
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nature of the workplace in the past 20 years. In an era of

rapidly changing societal values and norms, examination of

these changes provides an important basis for variables

affecting employee attitudes and organizational commitment.

The changes occurring in the workplace can be grouped into

four categories: socionormative, demographic, economic, and

technological.

Socionormative changes refer to those environmental

changes that alter the behavioral norms of employees. These

changes influence the work place in several wa>3, including

through the socialization process occurring prior to

employment, through the normative beliefs of co-workers, and

through the individual's general knowledge of happenings in

society. They may have a fundamental effect on the nature of

work ethics, aspiration levels, attitudes toward authority,

and trust _n organizations. Kerr (1979) referred to the

current "great American cultural evolution in the work force,"

in which more people want jobs, more people want jobs

perceived as being "good," there is increased emphasis on

individual rights and personal fulfillment, and there is an

increase in indulgence of psychic-satisfaction [Ref. 12:p. 9].

Yankelovich (1979) identified a "New American Breed" which

feels that success alone is not enough to satisfy yearnings

for self-fulfillment; the demand is for full enjoyment and

full employment [Ref. 12: p. 9]. Katzell (1979) summarized
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current cultural trends expected to influence work

environments in the immediate future:

- revised definition of success which places less emphasis
on material achievement and more on personal fulfillment

- growing belief on entitlement to the "good life"

- increased conviction that organizations are obliged to
contribute to the quality of life

- growing belief that there is more to life than working

- more concern by employees with long range implications f
jobs and job choice

- greater relative importance of autonomy, responsibility,
achievement, and related psychic rewards in relation to
material or comfort considerations

- less motivation to work long and hard just out of habit
or conscience

- increasingly greater expectations of explanations and
payoffs in both material and psychological terms. [Ref.
12:p. 10]

Katzell further states:

It seems that in contemporary American society changes a-e
taking place that are altering individuals basic beliefs
about what is acceptable in how they relate to the work
situation. Socionormative changes may be more profound than
any other category of the external environment in having
potential for affecting employee-organizational linkages.
[Ref. 12:p. 10}

The changing composition and characteristics of the

labor force are the primary demographic factors impacting on

employee-organization linkages. Such aspects as educational

levels, age, women and minority percentages, and dual career

households are particularly important. Increasing education

levels affect what workers want and expect from a job in terms

of work environment, conditions, and rewards. These
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expectations affect the types and quantity of incentives and

supervision that will be effective in motivating individual

employees toward increased outcomes and desired opportunities.

The aging of the work force, a well-documented occurrence,

will have the same effect. In addition, the increase in dual

career households will tend to reduce individual

psychological, monetary and dependence links to an

organization as the other spouse provides "fallback" support,

allowing more employee mobility. [Ref. 12:p. 9]

The general economic environment in which the

organization exists will also affect the strength of linkages.

Short-term economic effects include the relative prosperity

experienced at a particular time, which can strongly influence

employee motivation to maintain organizational membership or

seek more attractive alternatives. Long-term economic impacts

include the generally upward trend in affluence level which

allows for more employee leisure time, which in turn may

result in the job occupying a relatively smaller portion of

the total life. [Ref. 12:p. 11]

Technology changes can have numerous effects on the

work place. One impact is the rapid obsolescence of

particular jobs and sectors of the economy, which affects

employee relations and commitment to an organization.

Technology has also resulted in increased specialization

within organizations, which simultaneously can make an

employee less mobile, due to firm specific job skills, and
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more mobile, due to demand for his particular skills. This

can lead to a shift of employee focus from the organization

to the profession [Ref. 12:p. 12].

Taken as a whole, the collective impact of work

environment changes on employee-organization linkages seems

to point to significantly reduced or weakened links. "Quality

of membership, in terms of loyalty and commitment, is likely

to be reduced." [Ref. 12:p. 13] From the employee's

perspective, weakened ties to the organization can provide a

"freedom" that can make it psychologically and physically

easier to leave. However, this "freedom" is not without

costs. It is unclear whether performance accomplishments are

transferrable between organizations, and thus in a new

environment satisfaction and commitment may flounder if

performance fails to reach previous and expected levels. In

addition, psychologists have stressed the idea that

individuals need to feel attached to something; reduced

attachment to the work place due to "freedom" may have an

adverse impact on psychological well-being if suitable outside

attachments are lacking [Ref. 12:p. 14].

From the organization's perspective, weakened linkages

can mean increased costs to replace departing employees,

disrupted operations, increased training and development

costs, and decreased social integration and work force

cohesiveness. However positive effects such as increased

production potential if poor performers leave, enhanced morale
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if disruptive workers leave, new energy and fresh ideas

brought by new employees, and improved motivation and

performance as promotion opportunities increase, exist as

well. [Ref. 12:p. 16]

"Although we know a good deal about variables that are

empirically related to commitment, we know far less about the

psychological processes in its development." [Ref. 12:p. 28]

Most of the research on commitment is correlational in nature,

and various measures of the construct have been used. Steers'

(1977) research used the Organizational Commitment

Questionnaire (OCQ), a 15 item questionnaire which essentially

asks the employee how strongly he feels about the organization

that employs him. Steers suggested that the major influences

on organizational commitment could be grouped into three

general categories: personal, job-related, and work

experiences, and his initial use of the OCQ supported this

contention. In his study of 119 R&D scientists and engineers,

he found that work experiences had the highest correlation

with commitment, followed by personal characteristics and job

characteristics. [Ref. 12:p. 29] A description of each of

these categories is provided in the following paragraphs.

"Work experiences are viewed as a major socializing

force and as such represent an important influence on the

extent to which psychological attachments are formed with the

organization." (Ref. 12:p. 343 Hrebiniak (1974) and Steers

(1977) both found that employees who feel needed or important
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to an organization's mission are more highly committed, as are

those who feel that the organization can be depended upon to

look after employees' interests and those whose expectations

are met in the work place. Another relevant factor is the

extent to which employees sense that their co-workers maintain

positive attitudes toward the organization (Buchanon, 1974;

Steers, 1977). Perceived pay equity and group norms towards

hard work, measured using attitudinal surveys, have also been

shown to be related t, commitment. Only a few studies have

been conducted concerning leadership style and initiating

structure, however both have been shown to be related to

commitment (Morris and Sherman, 1981; Brief, Alday, and

Walden, 1976) [Ref. 13]. social involvement in the

organization also facilitates commitment, the greater the

social interaction, the more social ties the individual

develops with the organization. [Ref. 12]

Personal correlates of commitment studied include age,

tenure, education level, gender, race, and personality

factors. Age and tenure have been found to be either

positively related (Angle and Perry, 1981; Morris and Sherman,

1981) [Ref. 13] to commitment or indirectly related (Steers,

1977). Mowday et al. concluded:

As age and tenure in the organization increases, the
individual's opportunities for alternative employment become
more limited. The decrease in an individual's degrees of
freedom may increase the perceived attractiveness of the
present employer. [Ref. 12:p. 30]
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Education has also been found to be inversely

correlated to commitment (Steers, 1977; Morris and Steers,

1980). This may be the result of highly educated employees

having higher expectations that the organization may be unable

to meet. There is also a possibility that highly educated

individuals are more committed to a profession than an

organization, and find it difficult or unnecessary to develop

high levels of organizational commitment.

Several personality factors have been shown to be

correlated with commitment, including achievement motivation,

sense of competence, personal work ethic, and central life

interest [Ref. 12:p. 31]. Research has also shown that "there

appear to be at least three related aspects of work role that

have potential to influence commitment: job scope or

challenge, role conflict, and role ambiguity." [Ref. 12:p.

32] Increased job scope increases challenge, which tends to

increase commitment (Steers, 1977). Role conflict is

inversely related to commitment, whereas the findings on

ambiguity are mixed (Morris and Koch, 1979: Morris and

Sherman, 1981). Stevens et al. (1978) found that role

overload, or the inability of the employee to assume the role

that he perceives he should be filling, due to other demands

or stress from within, has been found to be strongly and

inversely related to commitment.

The portrait that emerges with respect to the impact of role
related factors on commitment is that such influences may be
positive so long as the employee has clear and challenging
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assignments. Where the assignments become ambiguous, place
the employee in conflict, or provide excessive role stress,
the effects on commitment tend to be adverse. [Ref. 12:p.
32]

Further studies (Steers and Manis, 1981; J.M Stevens,

1978) suggest that a fourth category of commitment antecedents

called "structural characteristics" is necessary. Few studies

have been conducted using structural correlates of commitment,

which include organization size, union presence,

centralization of authority, ownership by workers, and

presence of participative decision making. Stevens et al.

(1978) and Steers (1980), again using the Organizational

Commitment Questionnaire, found that organization size and

span of control were not related to commitment. However,

Steers (1980) did determine that "employees experiencing

greater decentralization, greater dependence on the work of

others, and greater formality of written rules and procedures

felt more committed." [Ref. 12:p. 33] In addition, employees

vested with a financial interest in the organization or worker

ownership, as well as those who participate in the decision

making processes, have enhanced commitment levels. The

structure of the organization also seems to influence

commitment [Ref. 12:p. 34].

For what types of employees are the strongest linkages

needed? Organizations may desire to sever membership ties of

some employees a~id increase those of other more desirable
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employees. Desirable employees should be the targets of

organizational retention efforts. [Ref. 12:p. 208]

When will organizations need strong linkages? The

importance of employee linkages may also be influenced by the

organization's stage of development. The strength of employee

linkages may be less crucial in organizations that have become

stable. In fact, stable organizations may find it desirable

to maintain moderate turnover rates to ensure an influx of new

people or opportunities for upward mobility for employees

[Ref. 12 :p. 209].

£<udies of turnover have looked at a myriad of

professions and used numerous variables in their attempts to

explain the decision to quit or stay on the job. The

following sections summarize a number of key studies

concerning both civilian and military samples.

B. RESEARCH FOCUS ON CIVILIANS

An early study by Mobley (1977) [Ref. 8] hypothesized

several links between job satisfaction and quitting. Mobley

contended that:

Feelings of dissatisfaction provoke thoughts of quitting,
which in turn prompt the search for another job. If the
costs of quitting are not too high and the other job looks
good, this will stimulate the intention to quit, followed by
actual quitting. [Ref. 8:p. 427]

Muchinsy and Tuttle [Ref. 14] summarized 39 studies of this

relationship and found it to be negative in all but four

studies.
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This basic idea was also expressed by Stolzenberg and

Winkler [Ref. 15], however they further developed the

relationship between turnover and satisfaction by proposing

that actual quit behavior did not take place until a better

alternative had been found. Failure to find a more attractive

alternative would lead to a reassessment of "satisfaction" on

the part of the amployee, thus delaying or halting actual quit

behavior.

The differentiation between actual quitting and intent to

quit was a concern in most early studies, since it was felt

that "only intention to quit was proposed to affect turnover

directly." [Ref. 16:p. 3] The issue of concern was that

intentions did not necessarily equate to actual behavior, and

that use of intentions to predict turnover might lead to

faulty research results. Waters, Roach, and Waters' research

[Ref. 17] in this area found that "perhaps the best predictor

of turnover can come from the employee's direct estimate of

his future tenure." [Ref. 17:p. 2] In a study of 152

clerical employees, they found that "the single intent to

remain with the company item correlated higher with

termination than any satisfaction scale or biographical

variable." [Ref. 17:p. 58] Of course this makes sense, since

an employee that indicates an intent to leave is indicating a

likelihood of following through with the intended act, or he

may be a disgruntled employee that will adopt negative

behaviors which ultimately lead to involuntary termination.
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Mobley et al. [Ref. 18] recognized the issue as well,

explaining that:

Behavioral intentions to stay or leave are consistently
related to turnover behavior. It is also evident that this
relationship generally accounts for more variance in
turnover than does the satisfaction-turnover relationship
.... it is possible that intentions also capture the
individual's perception and evaluation of alternatives.
[Ref. 18:p. 505]

Mobley et al. further stated that:

Although the relationship between intentions and turnover
appears to be consistent and generally stronger than the
satisfaction-turnover relationship, it accounts for less
than 24% of the variance. Among the possible reasons for
this are that intentions do not account for impulsive
behavior,.., and along with personal, organ-zation, and
external conditions, they may change between original
measurement and the observation of actual behavior. [Ref.
18: p. 505]

Mobley et al. [Ref. 18] felt that "the immediate precursor

to behavior is thought to be intentions.. .therefore the best

predictor of turnover should be intention to quit." [Ref.

18:p. 517] The complex issue of behavioral intentions was the

focus of work conducted by Fishbein (1967) and later Fishbein

and Ajzen (1973,1975), and summarized by Hom, Katerburg, and

Hulin [Ref. 10]. They proposed a behavioral intentions model

that viewed behavior (B) as a function of behavioral

intentions (BI), which,

... in turn, were a function of two determinants: (a)
attitude toward performing the behavior (Aact) and (b) a
subjective norm regarding the behavior (SN). Algebraically,
this hypothesis may be expressed as

B = f(BI)

BI = wlAact + w2SN + e
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where wl and w2 are theoretical weights but are usually
empirically estimated using multiple regression
coefficients. [Ref. 10:p. 281]

Fishbein felt that behavioral intent, Bi, was the key

intervening variable between attitude and behavior, and as

such, should be the single best predictor of behavior. The

attitudinal component of the model was postulated to show a

stronger relationship to the actual behavior, rather than to

the object or target toward which the action is directed

(namely, the job). Most studies tended to focus on attitudes

about the object (or job), therefore Fishbein's work was

unique in this respect, since it focused on the individual's

attitude about the intended behavior (such as quitting the

job). The social component of the model is a function of the

person's beliefs about the importance that significant others

place upon the behavior, or their normative beliefs (NB),

weighted by the motivation to comply *.t - th''z zl>fs

(MC). Pomozal and Jaccard (1976) enhanced the model by adding

a component to account for personal normative beliefs

(personal NB), which were felt to impact upon the social

component of the model. They felt that the addition of this

component would account for the moral obligation the

individual had to perform the act. [Ref. lO:p. 282]

Newman [Ref. 19] looked at turnover using Fishbein's

model. Reviewing nine laboratory studies, Newman found an

average correlation between behavior intention and actual

behavior of approximately .70. However, Newman's own study
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of 108 nursing home employees found a .39 correlation between

intent to leave and voluntary termination, far below the

average results of previous studies. Fishbein's model was

unique in that it dealt solely with attitudinal measures.

However, these measures are often difficult to measure

consistently, particularly since they may change over time,

and his model appears too narrow to adequately describe the

complexity of the turnover decision.

Hulin [Ref. 9] approached the job satisfaction-turnover

relationship from a different perspective, reporting on the

results of a program designed to increase job satisfaction and

decrease turnover. The Job Description Index (JDI) was used

to measure five aspects of job satisfaction: satisfaction

with the work itself, supervision, promotion opportunity, pay,

and co-workers. The initial survey revealed dissatisfaction

in all areas. The company chose to attack the problems in the

pay and promotion areas, because these were the areas that

were most fully under the company's control. Employees stated

that dissatisfaction with pay was not only with pay level, but

with salary administration as well. Dissatisfaction with

promotion opportunities was due to individuals' perceptions

that they were stuck in "dead-end" jobs. As a result, the

following changes were made: merit raises and regular salary

reviews were instituted, intercompany transfers and job

rotation were encouraged to enhance promotability, and some

job redesign was done to increase responsibility. The changes
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resulted in a turnover decrease of from 30% of the company per

year before the changes, to only 12% turnover afterwards.

Hulin cautioned that although enhanced job satisfaction

appeared to reduce turnover, since this was not a true

experimental study, several other possible explanations for

the decreased turnover were possible. These included changed

labor market conditions and random uncontrollable factors.

Hulin's findings were congruent with the findings of

Katzell and Yankelovich (1987) [Ref. 203. The purpose of

their study was to review the relevant literature to determine

the relationships among monetary incentives, job satisfaction,

stress, and performance. The impetus for this study was the

growing concern about the effects of attempts to improve

organizational efficiency through increased productivity and

enhanced employee performance. Although such efforts can

yield higher pay and satisfaction for affected employees, they

can also lead to undesired outcomes and have major impacts on

the work and work environment of individual employees,

particularly in the areas of job satisfaction and stress.

Katzell and Yankelovich (1975) concentrated their study of

job satisfaction on just two variables: incentives and

performance. Job satisfaction was defined as consisting of

the five factors measured by the Job Descriptive Index. They

reviewed 300 studies on motivation and job satisfaction in an

attempt to show that financial incentives were the most

effective way to improve both. Cherrington (1971) determined
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that the relationship between performance and job satisfaction

is dependent upon performance-contingent rewards. Greene

(1973) found that the opportunity for earning merit pay can

cause satisfaction, although no relationship was found between

the level of incentive and job satisfaction. Mottaz [Ref.

21], in a study of 1385 workers in various occupations found

that work rewards, intrinsic and extrinsic benefits obtained

from the job, such as compensation, benefits, co-worker

interaction, and task rewards, "are the key determinants of

organizational commitment." [Ref. 21:p. 474] Katzell and

Yankelovich concluded that satisfaction variables operate in

a complex fashion, influenced not only by incentives, but also

by many individual and environmental variables. [Ref. 20:p.

29] In effect, their work failed to support their hypothesis.

In looking beyond the direct satisfaction-intent-turnover

relationship, research on the specific factors of job

satisfaction by Proctor, Lassiter, and Sayers [Ref. 22]

indicated that intrinsic factors such as organizational

climate affect the behavioral process of quitting more than

extrinsic ones. In a review of relevant literature on

employee turnover, Muchinsky and Tuttle [Ref. 14] found that

satisfaction, and hence turnover, are functions of biodata

information, personal factors, attitudinal factors, and work-

related characteristics. Mobley (1977) [Ref. 23] attempted

to combine many of these aspects into his multi-step decision

process model regarding turnover, which allowed consideration
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of some individual factors (such as the employment of spouse)

and economic conditions, as intermediate linkages to turnover.

Citing ten separate studies to support the use of intent to

quit as an acceptable proxy for actual turnover, Mobley

focused his research upon determining the factors affecting

intent to quit, rather than the behavior of quitting itself.

Mobley found that the factors which best predict intent to

quit, and thus turnover, are age, tenure, job content,

intention to remain on the job, and organizational commitment.

Miller, Katerburg, and Hulin [Ref. 24] evaluated a reduced

form of the model, using the major components of withdrawal

cognitions (intentions), job satisfaction, career mobility,

and actual withdrawal behavior as relevant factors in the

turnover process. Using a sample of 460 National Guard

members, Miller et al. found that age and satisfaction were

both related negatively to turnover, and that surrogate

measures of mobility (tenure, probability of finding a better

job), were positively related to turnover. Miller et al. also

found that "job dissatisfaction does not lead directly to

turnover but does so conditionally on favorable search

utility, successful search, attractive work alternatives, and

action toward resignation." [Ref. 24:p. 510] They also

tested the contention made by Mobley, based upon the work of

Armknecht and Early (1974), that actual quit behavior was

closely related to economic conditions [Ref. 23]. Miller et

al. found that the effects of economic considerations on the
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Mobley (1977) model were minor, stating that "labor market

perceptions may influence resignation behavior only under

extreme circumstances (e.g., economic recession) acting as a

constraint on negative affect being translated into turnover."

[Ref. 24:p. 512] The results of this study, which looked at

the economic era of the mid-1970's, may not be relevant in

today's economic environment.

Mobley, Horner, and Hollingsworth (1978) [Ref. 25]

investigated the cognitive and behavioral phenomena that occur

"between the emotional experience of job dissatisfaction and

the withdrawal behavior." [Ref. 25:p. 408] They concluded

that the satisfaction-turnover relationship was indirect and

dependent on intent to search, intent to quit, and perceptions

about alternative employment. As a result of this research,

the Mobley (1977) model was updated to allow for the

consideration of intent to quit, intent to search, thinking of

quitting, overall satisfaction, age-tenure, and probability of

finding an acceptable alternative. Dalessio, Silverman, and

Schuck [Ref. 26] tested this model on several different

samples, and found that the probability of finding an

acceptable alternative was related directly to thinking of

quitting, but not to intent to search or intent to quit. A

possible explanation for this result is that as one actually

approaches, or reaches the decision to quit a job, the

evaluation of alternatives becomes more realistic, so that the

indicated probability of finding an acceptable alternative is
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lower. In addition, job satisfaction was found not to relate

significantly to intent to quit, but the overall contention of

the Mobley et al. (1978) model was supported.

Mobley, Griffeth, Hand and Meglino (1979) [Ref. 18], in a

study based upon further research surrounding Mobley's (1977,

1978) original work, devised a seemingly more complex model,

taking into account individual differences and impulsive

behavior, as well as the interrelated constructs of job

attraction, attraction of alternatives, and individual work

values and life values. Michaels and Spector [Ref. 27] tested

this model, adding confirmed pre-employment expectancies and

organizational commitment variables to the original model.

They proposed that individual factors (salary, tenure, age,

confirmed expectancies) and organizational factors (perceived

job characteristics and consideration behavior by supervisors)

would lead to job satisfaction and organizational commitment,

which in concert with perceived employment opportunities,

would lead to intention of quitting, which would then lead to

turnover. Using zero order correlations and path analysis,

their research supported the Mobley et al. (1979) model,

except that perceived alternative employment had only an

indirect impact on turnover, through its effect on job

satisfaction. They did find that job satisfaction and

organizational commitment affected intention to quit, which

was found to be the direct precursor to turnover. [Ref. 27]
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The importance of consideration of alternative employment

was the basis of work done by Thibault and Kelley (1959), and

summarized by Stolzenberg and Winkler [Ref. 15]. Their work

was based upon a rational cost-benefit analysis model of

behavior, using the concepts of Comparison Level and the

Comparison Level of Alternatives. Comparison Level represents

how satisfied a person is with membership in an organization.

Comparison Level of Alternatives measures satisfaction

relative to the most satisfying alternative to the present

organization. Thibault and Kelley (1959) found that persons

become disgruntled when the Comparison Level is low, but they

do not necessarily leave their jobs unless their Comparison

Level sinks below the Comparison Level of Alternatives.

Citing the work of March and Simon (1958), Stolzenberg and

Winkler expanded upon the model by stressing that perceived,

rather than actual, alternatives form the basis for the

Comparison Level of Alternatives, and although satisfaction

itself may not be sufficient to cause voluntary termination,

it precipitates the search for alternatives. This view also

allows for a reassessment of the level of the Comparison Level

if the search for a better job is unsuccessful, such that the

comparison process between the Comparison Level of

Alternatives and the Comparison Level, favors the Comparison

Level. [Ref. 15]

The construct of organizational commitment was the focus

of work done by Porter, Steers, Mowday, and Boulian (1974) and
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Porter, Crampon, and Smith (1976), and summarized by Hom et

al. [Ref. 10:p. 281]. Although addressed above, there are

several additional aspects of the relationship between

organizational commitment and turnover that are worthy of

note.

Several consequences of organizational commitment have

been studied, including job performance, tenure, absenteeism,

and turnover. Of these, turnover is the most important and

"most predictable behavioral outcome of employee commitment"

[Ref. 12:p. 38]. At least eight studies have been conducted

on the commitment-turnover relationship. Highly significant

correlations between commitment and turnover have been found

(Hom et al. 1979; Mowday et al., 1979; Steers, 1977). Porter

et al. (1974) conducted a longitudinal study to track

commitment levels over time and found that commitment was

inversely and significantly related to turnover, and that the

magnitude of this relationship increases over time.

"Commitment attitudes develop slowly over time and increase

with employee tenure... commitment proved to be a moderately

better predictor of subsequent turnover than did the more

traditional attitude measure of satisfaction." [Ref. 12:p.

39]. A related finding from a study conducted by Porter et

al. (1976) showed that:

... if a leaver is within a couple of months of leaving, his
or her (commitment) attitudes are clearly lower than those
of comparable stayers; on the other hand, if he or she is at
least six months away from leaving, his or her attitudes are
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indistinguishable from those of someone who is not going to

leave in six months. [Ref. 12:p. 40]

On- of the weaknesses of 'tudics. ivolvinq organizational

commitment is that:

It is important to recognize that previous research on
the antecedents of organizational commitment, has, almost
without exception, been cross sectional in design.
Investigators have collected questionnaire data from
employees at one point in time and correlated commitment
with a number of different measures. Although these studies
are useful for identifying the types of personal, job-
related, and organizational factors that may be related to
commitment, they provide less insight into the causal nature
of these relationships.

Unlike job satisfaction, which is viewed as a less
stable attitude that may reflect contemporaneous job
conditions, commitment is viewed as a more stable attachment
to the organization that develops slowly over time. The
commitment of employees to organizations is perhaps best
characterized as a process that unfolds over time. [Ref.
12:p. 45]

In addition, similar to other constructs, commitment is a

complex variable that is difficult to define and measure.

[Ref. 13:p. 232]

"The development of commitment may involve the subtle

interplay of attitudes and behavior over time... commitment

attitudes lead to committing behaviors that reinforce and

strengthen attitudes." [Ref. 12:p. 47] Commitment develops

in stages, which can be defined as the anticipation (pre-

entry) stage, the initiation (early employment) stage, and the

entrenchment (career) stage [Ref. 12:p. 46].

It is likely that the commitment process starts prior to

an individual formally entering the organization. Pre-

employment and job choice influences can affect commitment.
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Studies (O'Reilly and Caldwell, 1980; Mowday and McDade, 1979)

have found that low intrinsic justification and sacrifices

made in choosing a job are associated with higher commitment

after the choice is made. Initial commitment to the

organization appears to be influenced by personal

characteristics of the new hire, job expectations, and the

circumstances associated with the decision to join [Ref. 12:p.

543. However, it "should be recognized that commitment at

this stage probably does not represent a very stable

attachment... rather (it) may be interpreted in terms of the

propensity to develop a longer term commitment." [Ref. 12:p.

55]

The first few months on the job are thought to be very

crucial to the development of lasting attitudes and

expectations (Hall, 1976) [Ref. 12:p. 55]. This period

provides first hand experiences of the job and organization.

"Most new employees who leave the organization will actually

terminate during the first year on the job (Wanous, 1980)."

[Ref. 12:p. 55] There are numerous influences on commitment

during this period; which Mowday, Porter, and Steers

categorize as personal, organizational, and non-organizational

in nature. "Felt responsibility," which is a person's sense

of responsibility to the workplace relative to his feelings of

responsibility to other aspects of life such as family,

friends and leisure, may be the factor through which the

various influences work; any factor that reduces felt
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responsibility will also reduce commitment. Job

characteristics such as scope, autonomy, pay, challenge, and

supervision; organizational characteristics such as employee

ownership, policies, and dependability; and non-organizational

characteristics such as unemployment rates and characteristics

of other organizations where job alternatives may lie, all can

affect felt responsibility. "For organizations operating in

competitive job markets (e.g., engineering) high levels of

commitment are most likely to be maintained by providing

employees with high levels of extrinsic rewards." [Ref. 12:

p. 64]

One of the strongest predictors of commitment is tenure in

the organization (entrenchment). This influence is the result

of several related factors. Tenure increases the likelihood

that more challenging assignments, more autonomy, and higher

levels of extrinsic rewards will be bestowed upon an employee.

Tenure also increases employee investment in the organization

in the form of time, energy, and emotion. Tenure also tends

to increase the level of social involvement within the

organization and the community, involvements which the

employee may hesitate to jeopardize. Firm specific human

capital theory suggests that tenure tends to decrease job

mobility as employees develop specialized skills that may not

be transferable and as job alternatives decrease with age.

Finally, tenure may be associated with opportunity costs, such

as Pissed career opportunities or the ability to develop close
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family relationships. Most employees have goals and

aspirations that conflict with th- JnV. An investment in

a job or organization may mean that these goals will never be

realized, and that personal sacrifices must be made. In order

to justify these sacrifices, attitudes towards the

organization may become more positive. [Ref. 12:p. 661

Employee commitment has positive and negative consequences

for the individual, the work group, and the organization. At

the individual level, commitment is found to reduce likelihood

of turnover [Ref. 12:p. 137]. The importance of commitment to

an organizaLion may be greatest for those with no family or

social relationships outside of work, since it is generally

believed that most individuals desire more direction, purpose,

and security in their lives (which organizations may provide).

However, commitment may also have costs for the individual.

Committed individuals may reduce their mobility, as well as

opportunities for promotion, self-development, and growth.

High levels of commitment to an organization may result in

stress and tension in the family and social settings.

The potential for commitment to an organization to disrupt
nonwork relationships may be greatest when the individual's
job is highly demanding (e.g., professional positions which
may require night and weekend work) and when the individual
has family obligations. [Ref. 12:p. 138)

The extent to which group members are committed to the

organization may have important implications for group

processes and effectiveness. However, high levels of
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commitment within a group may also lead to "group think" and

reduced creativity. [Ref. 12:p. 141]

At the organizational level, highly committed members are

likely to enhance organizational effectiveness, reduce costs

for training and recruiting as turnover drops, and make it

relatively easy to attract additionial employees as the word

gets out about the organization.

The consequences of organizational commitment are

summarized in Table 5.

Arnold and Feldman [Ref. 28] studied turnover using a

model that included individual demographic factors, tenure,

cognitive/affective orientation to the position

(organizational commitment), job security, perceived

availability of alternatives, and intent to quit as

explanatory variables for actual turnover. They found that

"the variables with the strongest zero order relationship to

turnover are intention to search for a new position, tenure

in the organization, organizational commitment, job

satisfaction, and age." [Ref. 28:p. 356] However, in a

multivariate stepwise regression analysis, they found that

perceived existence of alternative positions and intent to

change organizations failed to contribute additional unique

explained variance in the turnover process, but that tenure,

job satisfaction, perceived job insecurity, and intent to

search for a new position were significant. As a result of

their findings, they revised their original model to reflect
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TABLE 5

CONSEQUENCES OF ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITMENT

Level of
Analysis Positive Negative

Individual Feelings of Reduced mobility and
belonging career advancement

Security Reduced self-
Goals and development
Goals and direction and growth
Positive self-image Family strains/
Organization tension

rewards Stress
Attractiveness to

other employers

Work group Membership Groupthink
stability Lower creativity

Group effectiveness and adaptation
Cohesiveness Intragroup conflict

Organization Increased Decreased
effectiveness effectiveness due
due to: to:

Individual effort Reduced turnover
Reduced turnover Reduced absenteeism
Reduced

absenteeism
Reduced tardiness Lower innovation and

Attractiveness to and adaptation
nonorganization
members

Source: [Ref. 12:p. 138]

a relationship whereby age, job satisfaction, and

organizational commitment influenced intent to search, and

actual turnover was then influenced by job security, tenure,

and intent to search.

Kraut [Ref. 29] looked at predicting turnover using

employee attitudes and intentions. He found that turnover was
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negatively correlated with intent to remain, and that intent

to remain in turn was highly correlated with satisfaction with

the job itself and the company as a place to work. Teamwork,

promotion opportunity, and pay were also significantly related

with intent to remain, although to a lesser degree, and pay

was found not to be related to satisfaction. The results

showed that higher skilled employees were more likely to stay

for job satisfaction than for external factors, whereas the

reverse was tiue for lower skilled employees. [Ref. 29:p.

235]

In a review of the relevant literature concerning

turnover, Muchinsky and Tuttle found that biodata items

"appear to be the best predictors of turnover." [Ref. 14:p.

63] In a review of 150 studies, they found that attitudinal

predictors (job satisfaction) and personal factors such as age

and family responsibilities are useful predictors of turnover.

They also cited the work of Porter and Steers (1973), who

"presented a theoretical basis for explaining turnover built

upon the notion of met expectations of employees." [Ref.

14:p. 64]

Porter and Steers' research found that "the decision to

participate or withdraw may be looked upon as a process of

balancing received or potential rewards with desired

expectations." [Ref. 30:p. 170] They proposed that if

rewards met or exceeded expectations, satisfaction would

increase, resulting in increased propensity to participate.
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They concluded that "where individuals' exkectations by and

large remain unsatisfied and where alternative forms of

employment exist which promise greater satisfaction, we would

expect an increased tendency to leave." [Ref. 30:p. 172]

Hill and Miller [Ref. 31] investigated the effects of the

adult development process upon turnover. Noting that turnover

is costly, disruptive, and stressful for the individual and

the organization, they examined the relationship between job

change decision criteria and adult life stage. The adult

development model hypothesizes that men go through

approximately six stages as they mature. Stage I is an early

adult transitional period (age 18-22) in which first steps are

taken into the adult world and independence from family is

sought. The military and colleqe are two major providers of

support, acceptance, and belonging at this stage. Stage II is

an adult structure building phase (age 22-28), in which

building of a secure base in the adult world, via commitments

to adult roles and responsibilities, occurs. Initial

occupational and life structures are formed. Stage III is a

transitional period (age 28-32). Man begins to find "flaws"

in his initial life/occupation structures and acts to remedy

them. Career shifts are common. Stages IV-VI involve

settling down into the reworked life/occupation structures,

roots, seeking stability and security, and fine-tuning the

structures.
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The model was tested on a sample of 600 males who recently

had changed jobs. The results of a survey showed that the

following reasons were instrumental in the job change

process: opportunity for increased responsibility, more

visibility, experience, geographic location, background for

enhanced promotability, and promotion potential. Multivariate

analysis showed that for stage II men (age 22-28), experience,

responsibility, and promotion potential were most important.

For stage III men (age 28-32), responsibility, experience, and

promotion potential were key. The authors pointed out that

their design was limited by the fact that the data were post-

decision in nature, causing potential data distortion.

Shikiar and Freudenberg [Ref. 32] examined the moderating

effects of alternative employment opportunities on the job

dissatisfaction-turnover relationship in an archival study

correlating unemployment rates with the results of previous

dissatisfaction-turnover studies. They found that

dissatisfaction and turnover are more strongly related in

periods of high unemployment as compared with periods of low

unemployment based upon their review of 26 previous studies

[Ref. 32:p. 845]. They assert that "from a labor economics

perspective, perhaps the best predictor of labor turnover at

the aggregate is the level of business activity." [Ref.

32:p. 846] When business activity increases, more jobs are

created, increasing opportunity for alternate employment.
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They postulate a "push-pull" model of turnover. The

"push" forces are internal in nature and determine

dissatisfaction, while the "pull" variables are external to

the organization and provide the incentive to leave.

Behavioral models tend to favor the "push" of job

dissatisfaction as the key to turnover, with opportunity

acting as a swinging gate which is more open in periods of

higher unemployment than in periods of lower unemployment.

Economic models see the "pull" of opportunity as the more

dominant force, acting as a magnet, with satisfaction/

dissatisfaction tending to hold or release employees.

Every one of the 26 studies used by Shikiar and

Freudenberg showed that job dissatisfaction was positively

related to turnover and that there is a positive relationship

between unemployment rates and the magnitude of the

dissatisfaction-turnover process. Shikiar and Freudenberg

also noted that the "pull" of opportunity appeared to be a

more dynamic force than one which simply blocks the "push" of

dissatisfaction, and that it was not the only force affecting

turnover. In fact, voluntary turnover still occurs during

periods of low opportunity. When opportunity is low and an

employee quits, the reason is likely to be dissatisfaction.

However, when opportunity is high and an employee quits, there

are likely to be other reasons as well. [Ref. 32:p. 8523

Shikiar and Freudenberg did note two possible methodology

problems in their study. The first problem was that the
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studies which they used were not randomly selected, but were

based on availability and ability to meet certain criteria,

thus introducing a sampling error. The second problem was

with potential measurement error in determining unemployment

rates and in the different measurements and research methods

used by the different authors in the various studies. The

consequence of these problems is a potentially underestimated

correlation coefficient, and Shikiar and Freudenberg

rightfully caution that generalizations beyond their study

should be made with caution [Ref. 32:p. 852].

While understanding the determinants of turnover is

important, the consequences of turnover are equally important.

Several studies [Refs. 16,33,34] have investigated this

phenomenon at various levels: individual, work group, and

organization.

The consequences of turnover are as important as the

consequences of commitment. At the individual level, stayers

and leavers are affected in different ways. These effects are

summarized in Table 6.

The effects of turnover on work groups has received less

extensive consideration than individual and organizational

effects. Positive consequences include new ideas, enhanced

creativity, added skills, reduced conflict, and enanced

cohesiveness as possibilities. Negative possibilities

include increased conflict, reduced cohesion, increased

workload for stayers, and increased effort and time needed to
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TABLE 6

CONSEQUENCES OF TURNOVER FOR INDIVIDUALS

Level of
Analysis Positive Negative

Leavers Increased earnings Loss of seniority
Career advancement Loss of nonvested
Improved individual benefits

job match Unreimbursed moving
Increased challenge costs
Self-development Disruption of family
Nonwork benefits Transition stress

(e.g., location) Loss of friendships
Increased family ties Decreased family ties
New social relationships
Enhanced commitment

to new job and
organization

Stayers Opportunities for Increased workload
promotion Decreased performance

More positive job Stress and uncertainty
attitudes Less positive job

Increased performance attitudes
Stimulation at work Loss of friendships
Initiation of search

that results in
better job

Source: [Ref. 12:p. 144]

socialize and train new members [Ref. 12:p. 157]. Mueller and

Price [Ref. 33] studied 115 work units in five organizations

and determined that turnover had a negative effect on

organizational communication and behavioral commitment of

those who remained, but it had no effect on job satisfaction.

They noted that one problem with their study was determining

the true span of interest for the study.
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At the organizational level, turnover may be functional or

dysfunctional. The consequences are summarized in Table 7.

TABLE 7

CONSEQUENCES OF TURNOVER FOR ORGANIZATIONS

Positive NeQative

Innovation and adaptation Costs of turnover:
Increased employee morale Selection and recruitment

and mobility Training and development
Increased motivation Administrative staff
Increased effectiveness Demoralization of employees
Reduction in entrenched Negative public relations

conflict Operational disruption
Decreased effectiveness
Structural changes

Formalization
Centralization

Decreased employee social
involvement at work

Source: [Ref. 12:p. 154]

Johnston and Futrell [Ref. 34] viewed the turnover process

and its effects as being possibly beneficial to an

organization. They also question the prevailing notion that

turnover is inherently a negative function. Some people are

detriments to their organizations, and they support the

contention that managers may spend time more wisely by

attempting to retain high quality people, rather than by

worrying about across the board retention.

Their study used a number of variables that have been

shown to be possible antecedents of turnover frequency: role

stress, job satisfaction, leadership behavior, propensity to

leave (intention), and salary. The study attempted to
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determine if these variables applied to functional turnover as

well. Johnston and Futrell assert that the effects of

turnover are exaggerated in the negative direction because not

all individuals who quit are of equal use to the organization.

Those who voluntarily leave, but would have been retained by

the organization, have a larger negative impact upon the

organization when they leave than do those who leave and would

have been let go by the organization anyway.

Over 100 college-graduate entry level salesmen were

surveyed. The results showed that traditional measures of

turnover exaggerate the turnover problem. Over half of the

turnover experienced was actually functional, i.e.,

beneficial, for the organization and involved undesirable

people leaving. Only two variables were found to be

significant predictors of functional turnover: salary and

leadership behavior. This showed that higher salaries and

greater role and expectation clarification by management leads

to increased likelihood that high performers will stay. In

addition, propensity to leave was found to be a significant

predictor of turnover frequency. [Ref. 34)

As can be seen from the above summary of studies, the

turnover process in the civilian sector can be modeled in a

number of ways, and it is the subject of a substantial amount

of research. However the civilian sector is not unique in

this respect, as will be shown in the following section which

focuses on turnover in the military.
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C. FOCUS ON THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

1. Military

Many factors are influencing the Navy's ability to

obtain and retain a sufficient number of high quality people

to carry out the wide variety of missions it is assigned.

Managers and manpower analysts are becoming increasingly

concerned about the Navy's ability to man important functions

with people who have the necessary abilities [Ref. 35:p. 2).

Specific problems seen include shortages of skilled workers,

since "high technology companies will continue to grow and

they will be drawing a greater portion of the labor market

from which the Navy draws," federal civilian ceilings, and a

general decline in the number of people interested in careers

in civil service [Ref. 35:p. 8].

Some of the original work by Porter and Steers (1973)

[Ref. 30] studied 534 National Guardsmen, looking at job

satisfaction and organizational commitment. It found that

each satisfaction variable tested; such as work, promotion

opportunity, pay, co-workers, supervision, and organization

satisfaction, was significantly (p < .05) correlated with

intent to remain in the organization. Organizational

commitment was also significantly (p < .05) correlated with

intention. Intention to remain was highly correlated with the

act of remaining (r = .67, p < .05). However, these results

failed to support Porter's hypothesis that dissatisfaction
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with the organization did not necessarily equate to job

dissatisfaction. [Ref. 30]

Hom et al. [Ref. 10], in a study funded by the Office

of Naval Research, tested three approaches to the turnover

process; Fishbein's intention model, job satisfaction

(measured with the Job Descriptive Index), and Porter's

organizational commitment model (with commitment measured

using Porter's Organizational commitment scale). Using a

sample of 252 National Guardsmen, all three models were found

to accurately predict turnover behavior, with intentions

(Fishbein) showing a multiple correlation of .65, commitment

(Porter) showing a .58 correlation, and satisfaction showing

a .55 correlation (all at p , .05).

Hom et al. stated that the relationship between job

satisfaction and turnover is seldom strong, with correlation

generally less than .40. This may be due in part to the idea

that a leaver may be as satisfied with the job as stayers are,

but may still leave for a more attractive alternative. In

addition, the high correlations found for this study may be

due in part to the sample used. National Guardsmen, like all

military people, must make their leave/stay decision at a

particular point in time (end of obligation). Civilian

employees are not expected to have to make such a clear and

specific decision. They may intend to quit but may be

uncertain when. Consequently, the military member's decision

to quit may carry greater commitment than it might in the
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civilian sector, because it must be more thoughtfully and

carefully considered [Ref. 10:p. 287]. A weakness in the

study is that it deals with National Guardsmen, which are part

time military employees. As a result, the results of this

study may not be transferrable for direct application to an

active duty military sample.

Vernez and Zellman [Ref. 36] looked at the importance

of family factors on turnover among Army personnel. Their

model proposed that the family (and not the individual member)

should be the basic unit of interest, since a job related

decision made by the member is influenced by and affects the

entire family. Family factors, such as the member's and

spouse's age and skiIz, employment situations, and dependents

status interact with military and external environmental

factors. This interaction causes perceptions and intentions

within the member and the family, including satisfaction with

the military, turnover intentions, and perceptions of the

value of civilian alternatives. These perceptions and

intentions then result in outcomes, such as performance,

family cohesion, and possibly, turnover. Vernez and Zellman

conclude that,

... it is not sufficient to know whether military members and
their families are satisfied or dissatisfied with (military)
life; it is also necessary to know their level of
satisfaction (as it) compared with the level of satisfaction
which they think would be available to them in the civilian
sector. [Ref. 36:p. 17]
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Using the same methodology, officers in the United

States Navy listed the following reasons for leaving the

service: compensation (27%), family-related (22%), job-

related (22%), military benefits (15%), and others (14%).

These results demonstrated the importance of family factors on

turnover. In addition, the study found that family factors

increased in importance as length of service increased, people

tended to remain in the service if they had good peer

relations, high work satisfaction, and supervisor support, and

"for officers, job satisfaction correlated with career

intent." [Ref. 36:p. 35]

Stated career intent was found to be the strongest

predictor of Navy officer retention [Ref. 37] in a study of

the Naval aviation community. This study found that spouse

support, job challenge, career satisfaction, and

organizational commitment account for half the variance in

stated career intent. Level of promotability was also a

significant (p < .05) correlate of retention. This positive

relationship between promotability and retention could be used

as a tool for planners, since highly rated officers perceive

their career opportunities as being good and stay, while lower

rated officers might be more likely to leave.

Other results of the study found that the effects of

job challenge, career satisfaction, and commitment on

retention were indirect, acting through career intent.

Support of spouse had a direct and indirect effect on
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retention. Specifically, sea duty and family separation did

not affect actual retention behavior, since spouse support was

found to provide a buffer for the negative effects of family

separation on career intent. [Ref. 37]

It should be noted that in the determination of career
intent, organizational commitment and career satisfaction
were less important than either spousal support or job
challenge. These findings caution against undue reliance on
satisfaction and commitment measures as sole indicators of
career intent. [Ref. 37:p. 14]

Another weakness of this study is that it only involves one

specific warfare community, therefore, the findings may have

little Navy-wide relevance.

It h ... .b cn found that marital status and family

status are key non-pecuniary factors affecting the turnover

decision. There are two hypotheses concerning the possible

effects of these factors. The first hypothesis claims that

marriage or increased numbers of dependents increases turnover

due to separations and moves. The second hypothesis claims

that marriage and dependents decreases turnover due to medical

benefits and job security aspects. [Ref. 38]

Another study [Ref. 15] found that,

...there is a clear correlation between job satisfaction and
quit behavior. The factors that contribute to job
satisfacticn are the same as those previously claimed to
influence quit behavior: pay, working conditions, job
security, advancement opportunity, dispute resolution
mechanisms, and psychological rewards. [Ref. 15:pp. 35-6]

In the case of the Navy, there are unique rewards available:

the ability to play with some of the world's most expensive

and exotic toys, opportunity for travel, Dossiblv excitina
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work, and camaraderie with shipmates are important to some

individuals. The responsibility that the military requires

its members to take at early stages in their careers may be

largely unmatched in the private sector. The training

provided is important to almost everyone (Ref. 38:p. 11].

Research regarding pay has shown that,

... in addition to it's inflexibility, the military
compensation system is notable for its lack of incentive for
advancement and better job performance .... That private
sector employers, who face fewer constraints than the
military, choose to establish much larger pay differentials
by grade level, is revealing. (Ref. 39:p. 44]

This is especially important, since "the Navy manpower system

is a market with supply and demand. Compensation and

personnel policies are the mechanisms which equilibrate the

supply and demand sides of the market.'" [Ref. 39:p. 2] This

same study concludes:

The military personnel system has many distinctive features.
First, many policies are geared toward maintaining
discipline and esprit de corps. The need...derives from the
fact that the military mission is quite unlike any in the
private sector. Second, it is a closed system. The
services take very few lateral entries. The military
operates an up-or-out promotion system designed to enhance
job performance and eliminate non-performers. [Ref. 39:p.
52-4]

Doering and Grissner [Ref. 40] proposed a life cycle

model of military participation. Motivation, morale,

performance, and satisfaction can be improved by either

changing the type of individual in a job, or by changing the

job or environment. The type of individual in the

organization results from organizational policy choices
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concerning such issues as pay and benefits. People choose

military or civilian jobs based on comparisons of pay,

benefits, and non-monetary compensation aspects such as

housing quality and work conditions. Once the initial career

path has been chosen, the decision to remain with that choice

will be based on further comparisons and the organization's

ability to meet the individual's needs. Too much

organizational reliance on one organizational aspect, such as

pay, may erode the presence of other desirable characteristics

such as loyalty and cohesion. [Ref. 41:p. 16)

A study conducted to assess the factors influencing

career orientation of junior officers in the Army [Ref. 42]

determined that turnover can cause serious personnel

management problems, inefficiency and waste of limited

resources due to the need for increased officer recruiting and

training buIdats, and reduced selectability on who to target

for retention, all of which lower overall force quality.

Factors affecting turnover, and thus career orientation, were

of two general types: extrinsic, or environmental factors,

such as pay, duty assignments, and fringes; and intrinsic, or

need based, such as pride, challenge, and satisfaction. These

factors were found to be flexible in nature, changing as

economic conditions or tastes changed. Satisfaction with

military life was found to be the major influence on career

intent for lieutenants with less than four years of service,

independent of occupational specialty. Hayden [Ref. 42] noted
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that while this is interesting, it does not explain "why"

satisfaction or dissatisfaction occurs, and how it can be

altered to benefit the military.

A similar study was conducted to evaluate the

retention factors for nuclear power trained Navy officers

[Ref. 43]. It noted that there is a serious shortage of

middle grade, experienced nuclear trained officers, currently

about 500 [Ref. 44], and that this could have a critical

impact on the nation's defense posture because approximately

40% of the U.S. nuclear deterrent is submarine-borne, and the

officers who man these submarines must be trained as nuclear

power engineers. Hearings conducted before Congress in 1976

revealed that the factors contributing to separation of mid-

level nuclear trained officers, in order of importance, were

disparity of compensation for work performed and hours

required, family separations due to deployment cycles,

excessive workload, and perceived private sector advantages,

especially concerning benefits. Admiral Rickover testified

that poor retention leads to further problems for those

officers choosing to remain on active duty. He was

particularly concerned that those who remained were being

forced to endure more sea time, which would end up causing

more to leave, in an ever tightening spiral. (Ref. 43]

Dickens [Ref. 45] found that while there was a healthy

supply of new recruits into the submarine force, and should be

until at least the early 1990's, the supply would need to be
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increased to cover attrition at the 0-4 and 0-5 grade levels,

where severe shortages exist. A result of such shortages is

that "officers assigned to nuclear power tend to get promoted

to the middle grades faster." [Ref. 3:p. 66]

The ability to satisfy this need for increased

recruitment may not be possible in light of the tight labor

market for college graduates, especially those with engineer-

ing degrees that are favored by the nuclear and surface

warfare communities. It is estimated that in 1990 there will

be about 58,000 male engineering degree graduates, and in 1995

only 52,200, as compared with 64,000 in 1986 and 56,400 in

1981 [Ref. 45]. The submarine force has failed tc meet

recruiting goals in a period of increasing college graduates

(pre 1986), indicating little doubt that this problem will

escalate as graduate rates decrease and competition for those

will increase. This underscores the need for increased

retention.

In a study dealing strictly with officers holding

degrees in various engineering disciplines, Bowman [Ref. 46]

found:

Retention beyond the initial period of obligation is
generally not related to a grade, academic major or
achievement in technical or non-technical courses. This
suggests retention decisions are based on personal
characteristics, the quality of work experience encountered
during one's first tour, and monetary options perceived near
the end of one's obligation. [Ref. 46:p. 15]

In its own models for estimating officer retention

patterns, the DOD considers several factors to be important.
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A dynamic retention model for Air Force officers [Ref. 47)

accounts for the effects of, and interactions between,

promotion opportunity, compensation, and retirement policies.

The model assumes that retention rates will increase with

seniority, even with a constant incentive package, due to a

self-selection phenomenon, and that each officer differs in

taste and non-pecuniary returns derived from military life.

Other models used by DOD, such as the Structured Accession

Planning System-Officer (STRAPO), the Officer Retention

Forecasting Model (ORFM), the Officer Force Projection Model

(ORPO), and the Annualized Cost of Leaving Model (ACOL),

recognize the importance of compensation [Ref. 48] and

perceived differences between employment alternatives [Ref.

49] to the turnover process. The ORPO model [Ref. 50] shows

that 0-3/4 level officers are more vulnerable to pay changes

than are 0-5/6's, due in part to seniority and cost of leaving

[Ref. 51] issues. The basic assumption in the ACOL approach

is that the individual decides whether or not to remain in the

service based on the perceived costs and benefits of the

alternatives, and that all decisions are made within a utility

maximization framework, where utility is based on monetary and

"taste" components [Ref. 51:p. 24].

Taste for military service may play an important role in the
(turnover) decision. Some people derive positive benefits
just by being in the military. Perhaps it's the job
security, the challenge, the structure, the travel,
patriotism, or a combination of these factors that makes
military service more attractive than civilian employment.
Others view military service in negative terms:
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regimentation, danger, lack of individual choice. [Ref.

51:p. 25]

All of the models realize that losses affect not only total

end strengths, but grade and community distributions,

promotion opportunities and selectability, and recruiting and

training costs as well. However, use of these models may be

problematic, due to the fact that the ability to accurately

project future earnings streams is difficult at best, and they

avoid the fact that individuals may weight earnings in

different years in different ways. Also, as mentioned above,

self-selection, particularly as individuals age, can bias the

findings away from earnings factors and more toward "taste"

factors.

Eitelberg [Ref. 3] quotes N.P. Snyder, who states that

"by emphasizing technical qualifications and academic program-

career matching, the services have adopted many of the

recruiting perspectives of large-scale nonmilitary

organizations." [Ref. 3:p. 33] The Gates Commission felt

that "while it is important to continue to attract college-

graduate officers, the decision to staff the officer corps

almost entirely with college graduates was somewhat

arbitrary." [Ref. 3:p. 80] Steady growth in college

enrollment and the number of graduates has helped officer

recruitment in the past. However, this base is expected to

decline in the 1990's.
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Robertson and Ross (1979) found in a study of military

retention that commissioning source, major, and experiences

during initial assignment were important determinants of

career orientation. Holzbach (1979) found relationships

between the first two tours of duty and retention, with

emphasis on expectations regarding future assignment, the

amount of sea duty and perceived amount of family separation.

(Ref. 52]

Schmidt [Ref. 53] included intrinsic and extrinsic

satisfaction variables, as well as age, commissioning source,

family benefits and security, and economic variables for pay

expectations and spouses earnings in his multivariate

retention model. He also concluded that satisfaction was

heavily influenced by expectations concerning benefits.

Ashcraft [Ref. 52] updated the Schmidt model, including

biodemographic, tenure/time-related, cognitive/affective

orientation, perception of external job opportunities, and

family financial resources as the explanatory variable

categories in his model.

A study by Christensen (1983), cited by Ashcraft [Ref.

52], found that perceptions that the family would be better

off with the member in a civilian job, satisfaction with

military life, and feelings about current job location were

significant factors for predicting enlisted reenlistment

behavior.
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Recent research dealing with satisfaction with

military life by Cavin [Refs. 54,15] showz that zatisfaction

and dissatisfaction with military life are opposites with

respect to certain key variables, or in other words, they can

be caused by attitudes regarding the same variables and can be

measured on the same scale within certain limitations (Ref.

54]. In another study (Ref. 55], he finds that based upon the

1985 DOD Survey of Officer and Enlisted Personnel, military

satisfaction should be measured using three variables:

personal fulfillment, family stability, and military fringe

benefits. He uses the technique of Factor Analysis to derive

these variables and advocates their use over any individual

measure of satisfaction that might be constructed, so as to

separate individual effects of each aspect of the satisfaction

concept.

The work of Derr [Refs. 56,57] focused on career

concepts. He viewed the career:

... as a sequence of work-related experiences which comprise
a work history and which reflect a chosen work-related life
theme. Thus the career is seen as long-term. It comprises
more life space than a job but it is not all of life. And
it demands individual choices in reference to a cognitive
map about the dynamic interaction of work, self, family, and
external social forces. This is so even if the person
decides to do nothing. [Ref. 56: p. 1]

In a study concerning the reasons for "career

switching" and the factors affecting the decision to quit one

"career" in favor of another, Derr [Ref. 57] cited three basic

reasons for opting for another career. The first of these was
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age. Citing the work of Hall (1976) and Clopton (1973), he

identified "two periods of restlessness in one's personal life

development: the identity period when one is seeking his

niche (ages 28-32) and the mid-life crisis (ages 40-48)."

[Ref. 57:p. 2] These two periods in one's life were periods

of growth and transition, and therefore, more subject to

career transitions involving turnover.

The second reason involved individual personality

traits. Citing the work of Driver (1977) and Laserson (1973),

Derr proposed that certain types of people, particularly those

who possessed "in reserve" resources and personal security,

and those who became easily bored and looked for new

challenges, were more apt to change careers. And finally,

those persons with sufficient financial security to see them

through a period of transition were identified as more likely

to make a career change. [Ref. 57:p. 4] Derr also cited the

work of Schein (1978), who noted that each person's pursuit of

a certain kind of career is a function of basic values,

motives, needs, and talents which act as "career anchors,"

influencing a person's decision to change occupations. [Ref.

58:p. 5] Schein's research showed that the early career (1-5

years) was a period of mutual study and discovery between

employee and employer. Between the fifth and tenth year,

approximately, one gains a clearer occupational self-concept.

Schein labeled this self-knowledge the "career anchor." [Ref.

59:p. 6]
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"The career can be said to be anchored over time in

the set of needs or motives which the individual continuously

attempts to fulfill through work and the rewards obtained

through work." [Ref. 58:p. 5] The five primary anchors

discovered by Schein were:

... (1) need for autonomy or independence at work, (2) need
for job security, (3) need for technical functional
competence, (4) need for managerial experience, and (5) need
for exercising creativity on the job. These values tend to
hold constant during much of the work life irregardless of
a particular switch in actual work assignments or place of
employment. [Ref. 56:p. 4]

Derr expanded upon Schein's work in this area by attempting

to apply the "career anchor" concept in a study of Naval

officers, in which he found that over 70 percent of the

officers surveyed possessed a technical or managerial anchor.

Fifteen percent possessed a security anchor. [Ref. 59:p. 8]

Derr also noted large differences in anchor characteristics

across warfare specialty communities.

The implication of Derr's work is that officers with

autonomy and creativity anchors, being in the minority, are

less likely to remain on active duty and therefore, the Navy

should pursue policies that promote the career development of

those officers possessing technical, managerial, and security

anchors. Derr even goes so far as to recommend:

... that the Navy not attempt to attract cr spend resources
on career development for persons with creativity and
autonomy career anchors. In fact, it may make some attempt
to deter these persons and discourage their longtime
association with the Navy. [Ref. 59: p. 24]
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In a later study of the same sample of Naval officers,

Derr (Ref. 60] differentiated several additional anchors that

emerged and that he considered necessary to accurately

delineate the types of career-anchor profiles uncovered in the

study. These additional anchors were "the upwardly mobile

manager, evolutionary manager,... identity-affiliation,...

growth-oriented creativity, entrepreneurial creativity, and

warrior." [Ref. 60:p. 29] He also identified the "plastic

man," which he described as "a person who arranges his life

around whatever job options become available." [Ref. 60:p.

30] Derr suspected that this type of person possessed no

dominating abilities-based or needs-based anchors, and

possibly delayed his career-anchor patterning.

In the military, retention/turnover is thought of as

a performance measure, although it is more accurately tied to

career behavior instead. Manpower analysts use it to measure

"performance" since it shows the long term return on military

investment in personnel training [Ref. 3:p. 68]. Retention

can also show the extent of the individual-military "fit"

(which is deemed to be an important determinant of retention),

assuming that people remain in the military because the

"employer" perceives them to be good performers and desires to

retain them, and that the individual himself desires to stay

(Ref. 31.

Retention rates may vary across occupational specialty

for several reasons. Level of training provided, programmed
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turnover within communities (such as up-or-out promotion

policies), job market factors, quality of life, job

satisfaction, and economic incentives all have a role in

determining turnover. Within the Navy, 18.1% of the officer

corps leaves the service within four years of commissioning,

and the average length of service for all officers is 95.5

months (or seven years) [Ref. 3:p. 70].

The services themselves point out that there are

advantages and disadvantages to serving in the officer corps.

Among the listed advantages are responsibility and leadership

opportunity, advanced education and training, excellent pay

and benefits, travel, opportunities to gain ipeisonnel and

management experience, outstanding job security, and promotion

opportunity. On the negative side are listed frequent moves,

family separations, hazardous work conditions, long work

hours, and potential non-availability of preferred assignments

[Ref. 3:pp. 124-5]. The GAO comments that military officers

don't have a "regular" type of job: they must place the

organization's needs above their own and their families', must

work under the constraint of unlimited liability, and they

must give up certain rights and freedoms of action found ii

civilian employment. Military officers are public servants

who are often called upon to sacrifice their quality of life

for their country [Ref 3:p. 128].
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2. Federal Civilians

The body of research on federal civilian engineers is

limited, however planning models used for DOD scientific and

engineering personnel are similar to those used for officer

communities. Navy managers within the Research and

Development community are concerned with retaining qualified

engineers. A study by the Naval Personnel Research and

Development Center [Ref. 61] noted that constraints placed

upon the DOD civilian organization by Congress set limits for

high grade end strengths and reduced promotion rates to GS-13

from 1978-1980, causing a loss of skilled people at the GS-12

level, and at lower levels as well, since personnel perceived

their career paths and promotion opportunities to be

unattractive. The impacts of these constraints are thought to

have a long term debilitating effect on the Navy R&D

establishment, and perhaps could contribute to the

professional demise of these organizations.

Another Naval Personnel Research and Development

Center study [Ref. 41] conducted at the Naval Material Command

analyzed how attitudes and perceptions held by civilian

engineers in a Navy industrial setting affected their turnover

intentions. Navy managers reported that while they were able

to hire newly graduated engineering stulents; attracting

experienced engineers, even in a recession, was impossible.

In addition, they stated that qualified experienced engineers

were leaving for better paying private sector jobs. "The Navy
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hires inexperienced, engineering graduates; provides them with

valuable experience; and then loses them to the private

sector." [Ref. 41:p. 1]

The study surveyed 132 engineers of various types.

Thirty-four factor based scales were used to determine

attitudes. These scales were distributed as follows: general

attitudes (5), job facets (5), task/role characteristics (8),

work group functioning (3), supervisory behavior (4), pay (4),

organizational characteristics (3), and workspace

characteristics (2). These factors were then analyzed to

create five composite scales: intrinsic job satisfaction,

supervision, interpersonal climate, organizational climate,

and material satisfaction. The composites were then used to

predict turnover intentions.

The research revealed that engineers, in general,

desire four aspects to be present on their jobs: challenging

work, competitive and equitable compensation, merit-based

promotion opportunity, and fair supervision. Those leaving

government service cited as the major reasons for leaving the

lack of opportunity to do important and interesting work,

inadequate compensation, and poor advancement opportunities

[Ref. 41:p. viii]. The best predictors of turnover for

engineers were found to be attitude towards supervision ind

overall level of material satisfaction, followed by intrinsic

job satisfaction, organizational climate, and interpersonal

climate. [Ref. 41]
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Quality of supervision has a large and positive impact

on turnover because supervisors have an impact on promotions

and bonuses, can assign varied, interesting, and important

work, and can cut through the red tape which can block

productivity and creativity. Level of material satisfaction

was based on competitive and fair pay, which is often

difficult to determine for engineers, since responsibilities

and standards of performance relating to engineering positions

are less readily measured, relative job worth is not so easily

determined, and promotion rationale is not so easily developed

as compared with more rigidly defined jobs [Ref. 41].

Intrinsic job factors were found to be very important to

engineers, who are usually dissatisfied with them due to

perceived lack of challenge, unimportance of the job, lack of

autonomy and control of work pace, unfair workload, and

excessive requirements for job coordination. Although a

weakness of the study is that it uses a self-selected sample

of federally employed engineers, making direct comparisons to

the private sector questionable, the findings are congruent

with the attitudes historically expressed by engineers, who

traditionally express chronic frustration and dissatisfaction

with their jobs, and perceptions that their jobs are

unimportant, lack challenge and lack autonomy.

Traditionally, government scientists and engineers have
listed two major reasons for quitting: eighty percent cited
opportunities to do important and interesting work in an
environment of freedom and individaal responsibility, while
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60 percent cited inadequate compensation and lack of
opportunity for advancement. [Ref. 41:p. 10]

D. CONCLUSION

Turnover is a complex subject. To say that the decision

to stay or leave a particular workplace can be explained or

predicted by the relationship between one or two variables is

simply avoiding evidence that states otherwise. The

literature supports the contention that turnover is related

to age (or tenure), demographic, economic, satisfaction, and

commitment factors, as well as expeutations concerning

alternative employment and certain aspects of one's current

job. In addition, it appears that the decision is not truly

an individual one, since the perceptions of family members (or

significant others), and peers, can influence the process.

This further complicates the picture, since it is difficult to

model or measure the effects of such influences.

The majority of the research surrounding civilian turnover

focuses on the relationship between satisfaction or commitment

and turnover, as moderated by tenure, phase of life, or

economic conditions. Little mention is made regarding the

influence of biographical factors such as marriage or number

of dependents. However these factors are seen as very

important in the studies regarding military turnover. It is

likely that these factors do influence the civilian turnover

decision, although it may be to a lesser extent due to the

additional impositions created by extended military
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separations, frequent moves, and strict reliance upon military

institutions for compensatory benefits, such as medical care

and commissary privileges. Due to these factors, a strong

argument could be made that the military is more than just a

job, it is a way of life; particularly for married officers.

In fact, the Navy has found,

For both officers and enlisted, the decision to leave or
stay may ultimately hinge on the member's perceived quality
of life. In addition, today it is often difficult to draw
the line between individuals and their families in any
personnel decision. [Ref. 62:p. 28]

In contrast, civilians are generally not likely to be

subject to the same type of constraints when it comes to

family stability and benefits, and one would think, are able

to exhibit more freedom in the job market. Their skills are

more readily transferrable from job to job, and they are more

able to tap regional labor markets for employment, whereas

naval officers are assigned based upon "the needs of the

Navy." From a purely economic standpoint, this allows the

married civilian tne opportunity for his spouse to gain long

term employment, thus improving family earnings flow as well

as level of financial security. This effect has been shown to

influence the turnover decision [Ref. 56].

The turnover decision then, is similar for civilians and

military officers, however; there are differences in the

magnitude of the various factors that affect it. Based upon

the literature, these factors can be modeled against intent

to remain with the organization, and then using correlations
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and multivariate regressive techniques, the magnitudes can be

determined. The subsequent analysis of results can then be

used to help predict as well as compare the differences in

turnover between samples, provided the measurement of the

factors is consistent. The following chapters will discuss

this methodology, and then apply it to two separate samples

in order to study the career intent and the factors affecting

those samples.



III. METHODOLOGY

Several studies have noted direct relationships between

stated intention to quit and turnover behavior. Based upon

this research, this thesis assumes that career intention is

closely related to turnover behavior and uses it as a proxy

for actual turnover. Additional studies addressed above have

identified various economic, satisfaction, and biodemographic

factors that influence the turnover process. Based upon the

studies of turnover summarized in the literature, the turnover

process can be depicted as a decision based upon several

factors, as shown in Figure 1. The process involves

consideration of most, if not all of these factors, however

the magnitude of the effects will vary between individuals.

The model depicted in Figure 1 considers the various factors

which have been shown to influence the individual turnover

decision. In addition to demographic, tenure, and pure job

satisfaction measures, measures of satisfaction with certain

aspects of family environment, and expectations regarding the

military and job alternatives are included.

It was felt that job satisfaction was too narrow a

construct to use as the sole satisfaction-related variable

expiaininq turnover, particularly in terms of military

personnel, since the job itself has such an impact on the way

of life. Therefore, inclusion of some measure of family



satisfaction or well-being was included as a factor affecting

the turnover decision process. Expectations regarding

transfers, promotions, and alternative employment

opportunities have been correlated to turnover in previous

studies, and they are included in the model as well.

T-E ,JE
,INTE- _QUIT/STAY

TO mU

Source: Authors

Figure 1. Hypothesized Turnover Model

Inclusion of these factors is consistent with the model

proposed by Ashcraft [Ref. 52), which relates career
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orientation to tenure, perception of civilian job

opportunities, cognitive affective orientation (satisfaction),

family financial resources, and biodemographic factors. In

fact, the model used for this analysis includes factors

similar to those in both the Ashcraft and Schmidt [Ref. 53]

models. However, it avoids the "economic" well-being factor

associated with family financial resources, since the research

[Ref. 24] indicates that economic effects have minimal impact

on the turnover decision process. In addition, it is not a

major cause of dissatisfaction among leavers from the military

(and in fact appears as a satisfier to those remaining in the

military).

The model's key difference from previous attempts to

explain the turnover decision is that it includes separate

variables for expectations about transfers and promotions,

specifically: how the respondent feels about his expectations

regarding assignment to a "good" duty station for his next

tour of duty, and what he thinks his chances are for promotion

to the next paygrade. It is felt that these factors

significantly influence the intention to search for a new job,

particularly in the case of personnel that are approaching the

window for promotion or reassignment, and are consciously

involved in the turnover decision process (at the point where

costs of leaving are weighed against benefits of staying).

It is recognized that these variables may be unique to the

military community, however it is expected that this will be
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one of the major differences between the military and civilian

samples under consideration. This is particularly true with

respect to the variable regarding next duty station.

The data for the analysis of military officers comes from

the 1985 DOD Survey of Officer and Enlisted Personnel. This

survey is broken into nine sections, each dealing with a

specific general area of interest. Topic areas included

Military Information, Past and Present Locations, Career

Intent, Individual and Family Characteristics, Dependents,

Military Compensation and Benefits, Civilian Labor Force

Experience and Family Resources, and Military Life. The

questions attempted to measure relevance to the respondents

and their satisfaction with various aspects of military

service. The particular data set used in this analysis was

reduced to include all male U.S. Navy Officers with submarine

or surface warfare designators, with length of service between

four and 12 years.

The data were sanitized by dropping those responses with

missing values (which cut the sample size by six respondents).

Officers with greater than 12 years of service were deleted,

since it is felt that any officer past this point has an

extremely high probability of staying for 20 years. Only

those officers serving beyond their initial obligation were

retained in the sample as well, since the study is only

interested in voluntary career choice behavior.
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In order to study projected turnover and its determinants

at the Naval Avionics Center, a survey was administered to a

representative sample of the population. (A copy of the

survey is provided as Appendix B.) The survey was developed

using the 1985 DOD Survey of Officer and Enlisted Personnel

and the Naval Personnel Research and Development study

Prediction of Turnover Intentions Among Civilian Engineers

Employed at Navy Industrial Facilities [Ref. 41] as a basis

for constructing questions to measure those factors deemed

relevant by the literature. In most cases the questions were

taken word for word from the references, however, there were

some questions that were reworded so that references to the

military were avoided. Another difference in the survey

developed for administration at the Center is that in all

questions requiring scaled answers, the respondents used a

five point or seven point Likert type scale for their

response. The DOD Survey used five point, seven point, and

ten point scales, which often seemed confusing. In the

interest of ease and consistency, as well as the absence of

any requirement for finer measurement in the responses, the

five and seven point scales were used throughout the survey.

In addition, in order to ensure consistent answers, some

questions were asked in two different ways. The answers were

checked for consistency and no deviations were found.

The survey sample was chosen by the staff at the Naval

Avionics Center. The only requirement asked of the Center was
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that respondents possess at least two and not more than 14

years of federal service at the Center, and that the sample

be selected randomly, and representative of the distribution

of engineers and scientists at the Center. The Center

attempted this by first determining the number of engineers

and scientists in each department, and then proportionally

allocating 200 surveys throughout the organization. The

result was a stratified random sample. The surveys were

administered through representatives in each department, and

collected either by the researchers on the site or by the

personnel office. The survey was completely confidential.

No identifying marks were requested or used, and to ensure

confidentiality, the respondents were provided with a large

manila envelope and asked to return the survey inside the

sealed envelope.

Of the 200 surveys disseminated, 167 were returned, which

equates to a response rate of 83.5 percent. The survey was

administered to female respondents for future research

purposes, however their responses were deleted for the

purposes of this analysis. In addition, three surveys were

inadvertently administered to personnel with lengths of

service outside the relevant range, and their responses were

also dropped. Responses were manually entered into a computer

database for analysis, using essentially the same variable

titles assigned to the military sample data, except as noted

below.
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A. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS FOR MILITARY SAMPLES

Based upon the review of literature and existing research,

the following factors were considered as candidate variables

for use in determining the correlates of turnover:

- marital status

- number of dependents

- education

- years of service

- age

- agreement with spouse on career intention

- satisfaction with various aspects of the military and
military life

- spouse employment

- whether military life was as expected

- morale level at current duty station

- expectations regarding next duty station

- expectations regarding promotion

- civilian job prospects

- satisfaction with pay and benefits

- career intentions.

These factors were then associated with corresponding

questions from the DOD Survey in order to construct variables

for use in correlation and regression analysis. The

underlying theory of this study is that career intentions,

serving as a proxy for "career orientation" or commitment

behavior, are a function of these "explanatory" variables.
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Once the determination is made regarding which variables are

correlated to turnover, they can be used in a multivariate

model in an attempt to estimate the effects of these variables

on the turnover process.

1. Varible Construction

Biodemographic variables were taken from the following

survey variables as outlined in Table 8. Theoretical

expectations were that the presence of both wife and

dependents will positively influence propensity to stay, as

TABLE 8

BIODEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES

Variable name Survey variable

MARRIED Present marital state (051E48)

DEP Number of Dependents (067E64)

CURRED Present Degree Held (046)

WIFEWORK Spouse Erployment (097E93A-M)

JOBOFFER Job Offer Past Year (O94E90j

JOBLOOK Job Look Past Year (095E91)

Source: Authors

will any postgraduate education (particularly since

postgraduate education acquired through a Navy program

requires some repayment in the form of additional obligated

service). Whether or not the spouse is employed influences

the amount of financial security, removing one of the

impediments to quitting the current job, and contributing
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toward the decision to quit. The question "Job Offer Past

Year" (094E90) asked whether the respondent had received a job

offer in the past year. The question "Job Look Past Year"

(095E91) asked whether the respondent had sought a civilian

job in the past year. These last two questions were the basis

for the variables JOBOFFER and JOBLOOK. It is expected that

these will be negatively correlated to intent to stay, since

they may influence the decision process by providing a more

secure outlook to someone on the verge of leaving. All of the

above variables were coded as dummy variables, with single, no

dependents, no postgraduate degree, no job offers and has not

looked for a job in the past year as the base case.

Tenure Variables were taken from the DOD Survey as

listed in Table 9. Both tenure variables are continuous and

expectations are that they will be positively correlated with

intent to stay. However, they should also be highly

correlated with each other, since the majority of military

officers are hired at approximately the same age.

TABLE 9

TENURE VARIABLES

Variable name Survey variable

LOS Total Mos. Active Duty/12 (06E6)

AGE Age (036E35)

Source: Authors
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Satisfaction variables were created in a similar

manner and are listed in Table 10. Two DOD Survey questions

were used that tp3asured satisfaction with certain aspects

associated with family life. A question regarding

satisfaction with family environment was used, as was a

question measuring agreement with spouse on career intentions.

These questions were recoded to iorm the dummy variables

FAMENV and CARAGREE respectively, and measure the negative

effects of dissatisfaction or disagreement. The variables

MORALE and MILSAT are dummy variables used to measure the

negative effects of low morale and feelings of overall

dissatisfaction with military life, respectively.

TABLE 10

SATISFACTION VARIABLES

Variable name Survey variable

CARAGREE Your Career Agreement (066E63)

FAMENV Satisfaction with Family
Environment (0109105-)

MORALE Describe Morale (0107E103)

SATMIL Military Life (0110E106)

JOBSAT Satisfied with Job (0109105-)

FREEDOM Personal Freedom (0109105-)

FAYSAT Satisfied with Pay (0109105-)

WORKENV Satisfied with Work Environment
(0109105-)

Source: Autlors
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The remaining variables were taken from questions

asking the respondent to rate satisfaction with job, personal

freedo-, pay, and work environment on a seven point scale.

They were recoded as dummy variables and should be negatively

correlated with turnover, indicating that greater

dissatisfaction leads to increased propensity to leave the

organization. Although the variable SATMIL is highly

correlated with the variables JOBSAT, FAMENV, PAYSAT, FREEDOM,

and WORKENV, it is possible that even though one may

experience satisfaction with job, benefits, or family, they

may still be dissatisfied with military life overall,

providing a heavy influence towards any decision to quit.

Variables to measure expectations concerning various

aspects of job and personal financial outlook were created in

a similar manner. To measure the effect of perceived civilian

job opportunities a question asking the respondent to rate his

chances of finding a better job as a civilian was recoded as

a dummy variable to form the variable JOBALT. The dummy

variable NX'DUBAD measures the negative effect of expectations

regarding the respondent's next duty assignment. The DOD

Survey question asked the respondent to rate his chances that

his next assignment would be to an undesirable locale. For

the purposes of this study, this variable attempts to capture

the negative effects that instability, frequent moves, and

other unique aspects of military life might have on the

individual's decision to leave. Whenever the respondent rated
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his probability of being assigned to an undesirable locale

as "highly probable" or better, the NXTDUBAD variable assumed

the value of one.

Another vrriable to measure expectations of promotion

using a question (032) that asked the respondent to rate his

chances of promotion on a seven point scale was recoded as the

dummy variable EXPPROMO. Those people rating their chances

of promotion as remote might be exrected to exhibit a higher

propensity to quit. Another variable to measure met

expectations concerning "Life in the Military" was taken from

a survey question that asked the respondent to rate how well

the military had met his expectations. The base case occurred

when the respondent indicated a positive response, such that

the dummy variable MILXPECT was coded to pick up the effects

of failure of the military to meet the respondent's

expectations.

TABLE 11

EXPECTATIONS VARIABLES

Variable name Survey variable

JOBALT Good Job Alternatives (096E92)

NXTDUBAD Next Tour Unfavorable (030E29)

EXPROMO Promotion Expectations (032)

MILXPECT(ations) Life in Military (O108104A)

Source: Authors
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The dependent variable, called "Y," was constructed

using the question "Years of Service" (027E26), which asked

each respondent to indicate the expected number of years of

service he planned to serve. Those officers indicating an

intent to serve 20 or more years were considered to be "career

oriented," which corresponded to the dependent variable

assuming a value of "1." Otherwise, the value of "Y" became

"0," corresponding to an intended leaver.

B. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS FOR NAVAL AVIONICS CENTER DATA

The survey administered at the Center provided data for 39

variables (some of which were not relevant to this analysis).

1. Variable Construction

The demographic variables were taken from questions

assessing the educatio- level (beyond a Bachelor's degree),

marital status, number of dependents, employment status of the

respondent's spouse, and whether the respondent had looked for

a job or been offered a job in the paxt year. The variables

are listed in Table 12.

Theoretical expectations are that postgraduate

education might lead to greater job market flexibility,

particularly for younger employees, and greater turnover

intent. Note that this expectation is counter to that of the

military sample, since most graduate education in the military

is at least partially funded, and involves an additional

service commitment. (Funded programs quite similar to those
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TABLE 12

DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES

Variable name Variable Description

ED Education level (B.S. is base
case)

MARRIED Marital status (single is base
case)

DEP indicates presence of dependents
(no dependents is base case)

WIFEWORK indicates whether wife is
employed in a full time position

JOBOFFER indicates job offer in past year

JOBLOOK indicates whether sought job in
past year

Source: Authors

of the military are available at the Center, however, they are

seldom used). Marital status could have varying effects,

depending upon the employment status of the respondent's wife.

A spouse employed outside the home might increase the

propensity to leave by providing a financial "parachute" while

seeking a new job. The reverse case is that a spouse with a

satisfying and financially rewarding job may be reluctant to

relocate if the respondent finds an acceptable alternative

that is geographically incompatible with the wife's place of

employment. Also, marriage involves an obligation to provide

for the spouse, and therefore, job security may take on more

iaportance to married employees and reduce their likelihood of

leaving. The presence of additional dependents is likely to
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reinforce this notion. The variables JOBOFFER and JOBLOOK are

self-explanatory, providing an indication of possible intent

to seek work elsewhere as well as the existence of an

alternative. All of the above variables were coded as dummy

variables and with single, no dependents, no postgraduate

education, and no job offers or looking for a job in the past

year as the base case.

Several variables were formed to measure expectations.

The first variable, titled NACXPECT, provides an indication of

the extent to which the Naval Avionics Center met each

employee's expectations. Failure to meet expectations would

increase the propensity to leave. The second variable,

BETOFF2, provides an indication of the respondent's perception

regarding whether or not his family could be better off if he

left the Center. A positive response should increase the

probability of turnover as well. The third variable, EXPROMO,

measured the respondents expectation regarding promotion to

the next higher grade. Assuming that an engineer or scientist

can find an acceptable job alternative, respondents with

little perceived chance for advancement would likely exhibit

a higher propensity to leave. The final variable (JOBALT)

indicates the respondent's estimate of his chances of finding

a better job. An employee who rates his chances as high is

more confident in his ability to find better work elsewhere

and may be more likely to leave. All of these variables are

dummy variables as well, with negative expectations regarding
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job alternatives, and that the family could be better off if

the respondent left the Center, and positive expectations

regarding promotion, and whether the Center met prior

expectations as the base cases.

TABLE 13

EXPECTATION RELATED VARIABLES

Variable name Variable Description

NACXPECT indicates whether employment at
the Center met initial
expectations

BETOFF2 indicates whether respondent
feels that family could be
better off if he left the Center

EXPROMO indicates whether respondent
expects to be promoted

JOBALT indicates whether respondent
feels he has a good or better
chance of finding a better job
outside the Center

Source: Authors

Since employees at the Center are not subject to

involuntary transfers, there was no equivalent measure to the

variable NXTDUBAD used in the military sample. All of the

expectations related variables were coded as dummy variables,

with a positive response as the base case. Consequently, the

variables should relate negatively to turnover.

Tenure variables are age (AGE) and length of service

(LOS), and are self-explanatory. These variables were
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continuous, and should exhibit a positive relationship to

turnover. Although one might suspect that these variables

TABLE 14

TENURE VARIABLES

Variable name Variable Description

AGE Age (in years)

LOS Length of service (in years)

Source: Authors

are highly correlated, the nature of Civil Service employment

and retirement systems is such that age may have no bearing on

length of service, therefore both variables may be of

interest. (In fact, a chi-square test found these variables

to be independent and they were only mildly correlated.) In

the Civil Service, entry is at the GS-7 level and promotions

through GS-9 and GS-11 to GS-12 follow within a three-year

period. This is followed, however, by many years spent at the

GS-12 level. There is no requirement to be promoted beyond

this level. This is not the case in the military, where the

vast majority of officers are of similar ages at a

corresponding length of service, and either progress through

the ranks or face involuntary resignation. Also, the military

is unable to hire people for lateral entry, and entrants are

subjecL to specific maximum age requirements upon entering an

officer procurement program.
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Satisfaction variables were created to measure

satisfaction with life at the Naval Avionics Center, with pay

and allowances, with the amount of freedom in the workplace,

and with the actual job and work environment. In addition,

respondents were asked to rate the level of morale in their

department. A final variable, BETOFF, measures the

respondents feelings regarding the impact of employment at the

Center on his family situation, by asking him to rate whether

or not his family would actually be better off if he left his

job at the Center. Theoretical expectations are that

dissatisfaction with any of these aspects, or low morale, will

increase the likelihood of turnover.

TABLE 15

SATISFACTION VARIABLES

Variable name Variable description
SATNAC measures satisfaction with life

at the Center

PAYSAT measures satisfaction with pay

FREEDOM measures satisfaction with the
amount of freedom in the job
afforded at the Center

JOBSAT measures job satisfaction

WORKENV measures satisfaction with work
environment at the Center

MORALE rates morale in the workplace

BETOFF indicate. whether respondent
feels that family would be
better off if he left the Center

Source: Aut'hors
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The dependent variable, termed LIFER in this model,

was constructed based upon the response to three separate

questions and is a function of the Civil Service retirement

system, as well as the Naval Avionic CenteL's concept of

"career." The first question asked the respondent to indicate

how many additional years he expected to remain at the Center.

If the response was 12 years or greater, the variable assumed

the value "1." The variable could also assumc the value "1"

when the combination of the actual number of years already

served at the Center, added to the expected number of years

one expected to remain, was greater than 20 years. Finally,

in order to account for those people hired into the Civil

Service late in their lives, and who might be eligible for

retirement at age 55 or greater with only a few years of

service, the LIFER variable assumed the value "1" when the

total of age and expected length of service was 55 or greater,

Any other responses corresponded to an intended leaver, in

which case the variable LIFER assumed the value "0."

Simple correlation analysis was conducted in order to

determine the correlates of turnover. The results of this

analysis are listed ini Table 22 of Chapter V. In addition,

correlation between variables was checked in order to minimize

the effects of multicollinearity in the multivariate model

also discussed in Chapter V.
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C. MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS

Based upon the model depicted in Figure 1, and the results

of the correlation analysis discussed above, variables that

exhibit significant individual correlations across samples

were used in a multivariate Logistic regression to determine

the relative effects of each variable on the turnover

decision. The results will be presented in Chapter V.
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IV. ANALYSIS OF MILITARY SAMPLES

The following chapter provides the results of both

correlation and multivariate analysis of the determinants of

turnover in the surface warfare and submarine officer

communities. Each community is addressed separately. A

comparative analysis will be presented in Chapter VI. The

surface warfare community is presented first, followed by the

submarine community.

A. THE SURFACE WARFARE COMMUNITY

The correlates of turnover in the Surface Warfare

community are presented in Table 16. The table lists Pearson

first order correlation coefficients for all variables. All

significant variable correlations exhibited the expected

signs, with the exception of the variable CARAGREE. The

previously defined variables CURRED, NXTDUBAD, JOBDFFER,

WIFEWORK, and INCSAT were not significantly correlated at the

p < .10 levtJl.

1. Correlation Analysis

Results of correlation analysis appear to support a

priori expectations. Some variables do appear to be less

correlated to turnover than originally expected, however

logical reasons for these findings do exist. For instance,

in the case of the variable JOBOFFER, the fact that the
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turnover decision must be made at a certain point in time and

a minimum six month notification period is required prior to

voluntary separation may make the effect of an "in hand" job

offer a negligible consideration to a military officer. After

all, he is not able to accept a new job on a moment's notice.

On the contrary, the decision to leave the military must be

planned between assignment changes, which also includes the

associated negotiating period that accompanies each new

assignment. The average length of these assignments is 24 to

30 months. As a result, the effect of a job offer may only

be meaningful to an officer who has already decided to leave

and has, at least in his own mind, initiated the separation

process or is close to making that decision.

For the same reasons cited above, particularly with

respect to the length of assignment, the opportunity for the

spouse to find a well-paying job may be limited. Military

families may only be in one location for a few years and

despite laws which prohibit discrimination on this basis,

military spouses may have a reputation as being poor

"investments" by firms looking for long-term career oriented

employees. The Economic Report of the President--1988 [Ref.

63] states that over 60 percent of all women in the United

States are working, yet only 45 of the 135 married respondents

(33 percent) indicated that they had a working spouse.

Therefore, for those with working wives, their pay may not be

substantial enough to provide the postulated economic
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"parachute" during a pericd of job search. For those with

non-working wives, and particularly those who also have

children, other priorities may be at work, such as the rearing

of children or the decision that the costs of childcare

outweigh the benefits of employment. In any case, the

variable WIFEWORK proved not to be a significant factor

affecting career orientation behavior.

The fact that satisfaction with pay (INCSAT) is not

correlated with turnover is not surprising, since it was

listed as both a satisfier and dissatisfier in the Exit and

Retention surveys cited in Chapter I. Apparently, the effects

of pay are unique to the individual, possibly tempered by work

conditions, family environment, and external alternatives.

It is apparent that they are not strong enough to stand out

as a direct correlate of turnover.

The failure of the variable CURRED to be significantly

correlated to turnover may be a function of the fact that so

few officers are given the opportunity for postgraduate

education. This is due to the nature of career paths and

commitments to "punch tickets" of various types in order to

move up the career ladder. Only ten percent of the Surface

Warfare sample possessed an advanced degree, making the

variable applicable to only a small part of the sample. The

variable NXTDUBAD may not show a distinct correlation for the

same reason, since only five percent of the sample had strong

negative expectations regarding their next assignment.
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TABLE 16

RESULTS OF FIRST ORDER CORRELATIONS WITH TURNOVER

SURFACE WARFARE: n = 195

Variable Pearson Correlation Coefficient

AGE .27 *

LOS .24 *

CURRED .02

NXTDUBAD +.09

EXPROMO -.41 *

CARAGREE -t.15 *

JOBOFFER +.06

JOBLOOK -.24 *

JOBALT -. 15 *

WIFEWORK .05

MORALE -. 14 *

MILXPECT -. 11 (p =.12)

INCSAT -. 06

BETOFF -.24 *

FREEDOM -.27 *

FAMENV -. 12 **

JOBSAT -. 32 *

WORKENV -. 34 *

SATMIL -.53 *

MARRIED .23 *

DEP .16 *

* p < .05 level of significance

•* p < .10 level of significance

Source: Authors

The variable MILXPECT failed to show significant

correlation as well. This may be due to the fact that the
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sample has been restricted to those persons with at least four

years of service. Based upon the life cycle theories of

employr-at discussed in the literature [Refs. 31,56], any

adjustment to the organization should be completed by this

time and would have an insignificant immeaiate effect on

turnover.

The variable CARAGREE has a positive sign that is

contrary to expectations. A possible explanation for this

finding is that disagreement on the issue of career may be a

generally accepted fact of life in the Surface Warfare

community, and does not influence ca-eer intent.

2. Multivariate Regression Analysis

Based upon the correlation analyris presented above,

all significant variables (at the ten percent level of

significance) were used as explanatory variables in a Logit

regression with dependent variable "Y," representing intent

to stay. In addition, the variable NXTDUBAD was retained in

the model due to strong a priori expectations that this factor

affects the turnover decision process, particularly in the

case of an officer who is close to making the decision to quit

or stay in the Navy. The results are presented in Table 17.

The results indicate that length of service (LOS),

promotion expectations (EXPROMO), likelihood of finding an

acceptable job alternative JOBALT) , expectations that the

family would be better off if the respondent left the Navy

(BETOFF) , and overall satisfaction with military life (SATMIL)
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TABLE 17

RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS

SURFACE WARFARE: n = 195, R = .63

Variable Beta Coefficient

INTERCEPT 1.13 (p = .21)

LOS .39 *

NXTDUBAD +3.14

EXPROMO -2.94 *

JOBLOOK - .20

JOBALT -1.03 *

MORALE - .02

CARAGREE .43

FREEDOM .18

FAMENV 1.39 **

BETOFF -1.20 *

JOBSAT - .78

WORKENV - .19

SATMIL -3.52 *

MARRIED .84 (p = .20)

DEP .56

• p < .05 level of significance
•* p < .10 level of significance

Source: Authors

were all significant at the five percent level of significance

and exhibited the proper signs. The variable FAMENV, which

indicated satisfaction with family environment, was

significant at the ten percent level of significance, however

it was positively signed. This may be a result of

multicollinearity with other variables, or it may indicate
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that Surface Warfare officers display dissatisfaction with

family environmprt but remain in the Navy in spite of it.

The variables CARAGREE and FRFEDOM were positively

signed, but insignificant, therefore caution must be used when

interpreting the effects of these variables. One other

variable that was positively signed, which was contrary to

expectations, was the variable NXTDUBAD, which had a large

beta coefficient estimate but was insignificant. This may be

a result of limited variance in the response, as discussed

above, or the fact that mos: officers remain in spite of

expectations that their next duty station will be at an

undesirable location.

As a measure of goodness of fit of the model, a simple

classification table indicates that it correctly predicts the

outcome of turnover intent with an accuracy of 90.3 percent.

The partial effects of each variable in the Logit analysis are

presented in Table 18. The base case represents a single

officer with a mean value of 7.05 years of service, who

expresses satisfaction with all aspects of the military and

his family life, has not looked for or has no strong

expectations regarding ability to find an acceptable civilian

job , and has positive expectations regarding promotion and

the location of his next duty station. His probability of

remaining on active duty is 98 percent. The values in the

table indicate the individual effect on this probability

caused by each variable.
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TABLE 18

PARTIAL EFFECTS OFREGRESSION ANALYSIS

SURFACE WARFARE: n = 195

Variable Partial Effects

LOS + .01 # *

NXTDUBAD + .02

EXPROMO - .18 *

JOBLOOK - .01

JOBALT - .03 *

MORALE - .01

CARAGREE + .01

FREEDOM 0

FAMENV + .01 **

BETOFF - .04 *

JOBSAT - .02

WORKENV - .01

SATMIL - .39 *

MARRIED + .01

DEP + .01

# evaluated for each additional year of service
* p < .05 level of significance

•* p < .10 level of significance

Source: Authors

B. THE SUBMARINE OFFICER COMMUNITY

The results of first order correlations with turnover for

the submarine community are presented in Table 19. The

following variables were found not to be significantly

correlated at the ten percent level of significance: CURRED,

NXTDUBAD, CARAGREE, JOBOFFER, WIFEWORK, INCSAT, AND WORKENV.
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All variables, with the exception of WIFEWORK exhibited the

expected signs.

TABLE 19

RESULTS OF FIRST ORDER CORRELATIONS WITH TURNOVER

SUBMARINERS: n = 102

Variable Pearson Correlation Coefficient

AGE .37 *

LOS .38 *

CURRED .15 (p = .12)

NXTDUBAD -. 06

EXPROMO - 47 *

CARAGREE -.01

JOBOFFER -. 04

JOBLOOK -.25 *

JOBALT -.16 **

WIFEWORK .07

MORALE -.21 *

MILXPECT -.24 *

INCSAT -.07

BETOFF -.18 **

FREEDOM -.34 *

FAMENV -.30 *

JOBSAT -.22 *

WORKENV -. 08

SATMIL -. 39 *

MARRIED .17 **

DEP .24 *

• p < .05 level of significance
•* p < .10 level of significance

Source: Authors
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1. Correlation Analysis

The results of first-order correlations are similar to

those of the surface warfare sample. The variable CURRED is

probably not highly correlated due to limited dispersion,

since only nine of 102 respondents possessed postgraduate

education. The same is true of the variable NXTDUBAD, which

is severely limited by the fact that only three respondents

indicated a strong positive expectation that their next tour

would be in an undesirable locale. In the case of the

variable WIFEWORK, 29 of 72 (40 percent) married respondents

had working wives, however despite this moderate increase in

the percentage of working wives compared to the Surface

Warfare sample, the variable still failed to show up as a

significant correlate to turnover. Pay (INCSAT) failed to be

significant, as did career agreement (CARAGREE). Pay is

substantially higher in the submarine community, averaging an

additional $16,000 annually (due to hazardous duty and nuclear

power incentive pays), therefore pay is less likely to be an

issue in this community. Career agreement with spouse

(CARAGREE) did not appear to correlate at all with turnover,

indicating that it simply may not be an issue with either

officer community.

The variable JOBOFFER did not correlate with turnover.

This is most likely due to the fact that nuclear-trained

engineers are in high demand in civilian industry. They often

receive unsolicited job offers in the mail. However, nuclear
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trained officers are usually obligated for additional service

in multi-year increments due to the nature of nuclear

"incentive pay" retention bonuses. Therefore, a job offer

must be timed to coincide with the officer's end of obligated

service if it is to have any real influence on the turnover

decision. This is also supported by the fact that the

variable JOBLOOK is highly correlated, indicating that a

submariner looking for a job is likely to leave, but a job

offer in and of itself is not likely to have a significant

impact.

The fact that the variable WORKENV is not

significantly correlated with turnover is not so surprising

either. The work environment aboard submarines is notoriously

stressful and demanding. Submariners work long hours inport,

and are known for perfectionist attitudes regarding

engineering practices as well as the "warfighting" aspects of

their craft. Consequently, dissatisfaction with the work

environment may be an accepted aspect of association with the

community. In fact, submariners take justifiable pride in

their ability to do a good job in such difficult conditions.

Another interesting finding is that unlike the surface

warfare community, the variable MILXPECT is significantly

correlated with turnover in the submarine community, which may

be a function of the fact that the training pipeline for

submariners is much longer than that of surface warfare

officers, and they do not adjust to employment expectations
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until later in their careers. Perhaps life on a submarine is

not as glamorous as imagined, particularly with respect to the

number of hours worked and the requirements for perfection and

paperwork that accompany work with the nuclear propulsion

plant.

2. Mu3 tivariate Regression Analysis

Based upon the correlation analysis, all variables

significantly correlated with turnover at the ten percent

level of significance, and the variable NXTDUBAD, were used

as explanatory variables in a multivariate Logit regression

with dependent variable '"Y." The results are presented in

Table 20.

The only significant variables in this regression are

length of service (LOS), expectation that the next duty

station will be at an undesirable locale (NXTDUBAD),

expectations regarding promotion (EXPROMO), and satisfaction

with family environment (FAMENV). All of these variables are

signed as expected. Of the remaining variables, met

expectations regarding the military (MILXPECT), job

satisfaction (JOBSAT), and presence of dependents (DEP) are

the only variables whose signs do not agree with expectations.

However, they are not significant and as with any

insignificant variable, their effects should be interpreted

with caution.

The implication of these results is that there are

fewer significant factors affecting the "career orientation"
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TABLE 20

RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS

SUBMARINERS: n = 102, R = .48

Variable Beta Coefficient

INTERCEPT -1.49 (p .19)

LOS .54 *

NXTDUBAD -4.02 *

EXPROMO -2.65 *

JOBLOOK - .37

JOBALT - .00

MORALE - .90

MILXPECT .19

BETOFF - .63

FREEDOM - .69

FAMENV -1.53 *

JOBSAT + .30

SATMIL - .60

MARRIED .66

DEP - .26

* p < .05 level of significance

•* p < .10 level of significance

Source: Authors

decision of submariners. Met expectations appear not to be

significant determinants in the decision process, nor does job

satisfaction. The presence of dependents however, appears to

stimulate turnover behavior. Perhaps the unusual demands on

family life that accompanies duty in the submarine community

combined with a perceived availability of jobs in the civilian

community makes leaving the Navy seem more attractive. The
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significance of the variable FAMENV also supports this

contention, as does the zero coefficient of the variable

JOBALT (which indicates that submariners are extremely

confident about finding an attractive job outside the military

as evidenced by the fact that 75 percent of the sample rated

their chances as high).

As a measure of goodness of fit of the model, a

classification table reveals that the model correctly predicts

turnover intent with 85.3 percent accuracy. Partial effects

are presented in Table 21. Again, the base case is for a

single officer who expresses satisfaction with all variables

and has a mean length of service of 6.84 years. Such an

officer has a .90 probability of remaining on active duty.
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TABLE 21

PARTIAL EFFECTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS

SUBMARINERS: n = 102

Variable Partial Effect

LOS + .04 # *

NXTDUBAD - .76 *

EXPROMO - .51 *

JOBLOOK - .04

JOBALT - .00

MORALE - .11

MILXPECT + .02

BETOFF - .07

FREEDOM - .08

FAMENV - .24 *

JOBSAT + .02

SATMIL - .07

MARRIED .05

DEP - .03

evaluated for each additional year of service
• p < .05 level of significance

Source: Authors
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V. ANALYSIS OF THE NAVAL AVIONICS CENTER SAMPLE

The following chapter presents the findings of the

correlation and resultant multivariate analysis of the data

taken at the Naval Avionics Center. It is important to recall

that the dependent variable in this case, LIFER, is not the

same as that used for the military samples, and that there is

no equiva±ent variable in this sample to measure expectations

regarding location of next duty station (NXTDUBAD), or career

agreement with spouse (CARAGREE). In addition, only 31 of the

136 (23 percent) respondents indicated "career intent" at the

Center. Based upon expectatations, and ease of

interpretation, all variables wcre coded such that age (AGE),

length of service (LOS), married (MARRIED), and the presence

of dependents (DEP) should be the only variables that exhibit

a positively signed correlation to intent to stay.

A. CORRELATION ANALYSIS

The results of first order correlations with turnover at

the Naval Avionics Center are presented in Table 22.

Education (ED), expectations regarding promotion (EXPROMO),

presence of a working spouse (WIFEWORK), satisfaction with pay

(PAYSAT), satisfaction with personal freedom in the workplace

(FREEDOM), satisfaction with work environment, and marriage

(MARRIED) were not significant correlates of turnover at the
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TABLE 22

RESULTS OF FIRST ORDER CORRELATIONS WITH TURNOVER

NAVAL AVIONICS: n = 136

Variable Pearson Correlation Coefficient

AGE .41 *

LOS .29 *

ED .01

EXPROMO -. 04

JOBOFFER -. 22 *

JOBLOOK -. 22 *

JOBALT -.31 *

WIFEWORK .01

NACXPECT -. 19 *

MORALE -.27 *

PAYSAT -.04

BETOFF2 (COULD) -. 28 *

FREEDOM .07

BETOFF (FAMENV) -. 20 *

JOBSAT -. 14 (p = .11)

WORKENV -. 01

SATNAC -. 30 *

MARRIED .13 (p = .13)

DEP .17 *

* p < .05 level of significance

•* p < .10 level of significance

Source: Authors

ten percent level of significance. All variables exhibited

the expected signs with the exception of ED and FREEDOM.

The variable ED, which accounted for postgraduate

education, was positively signed, indicating that better
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educated people intended to rerr: -n at the Center. This is

counter to expectations based upon the theory that a better

educated person would have greater opportunities for

alternative employment in the private sector. A possible

explanation for this phenomena might be that the education was

obtained through a government funded program which required

additional obligated service, however the data to substantiate

this is not available. This result must be viewed with

caution as well, since the number of people possessing

graduate degrees was less than ten percent of the sample.

A crosstab did show that the age and length of service

distribution of graduate education was fairly uniform,

therefore education and tenure are not correlated.

The positive, but minimal correlation exhibited by the

FREEDOM variable is also counter to expectations, and is

likely a result of the small number of respondents (nine of

126) that indicated any dissatisfaction with this aspect of

the Center. Consequently, this result must be viewed with

skepticism.

The failure of promotion expectations (EXPROMO) to be a

significant correlate is most likely due to the fact that most

promotions in the civil service svstem at the Center are

relatively "automatic" up to the GS-12 level. As a result,

this variable may not have much meaning to persons in the four

to 12 years of service category, since they know that

promotion beyond this level is difficult and may take several
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years. It is also possible that an older employee who does

not expect to be promoted is probably one who fits into the

"beneficial turnover" category and is not a good candidate for

retention.

The presence of a working spouse (WIFEWORK) exhibited no

correlation with turnover, although 68 percent of the married

respondents had working wives. Apparently, the economic

"parachute" theory does not apply to this sample either,

possibly due to the fact that tha vast majority of married

employees have working spouses, making it difficult to

differentiate the effects of the "parachute" for those who

have it as compared to those married employees whose spouses

are not employee outside the home. Satisfaction with pay

\PAYSAT) is not a significant factor affecting turnover in

this sample either.

Response to the survey question regarding satisfaction

with work environment (WORKENV) was split, with half the

respondents indicating dissatisfaction. However, this factor

was not correlated to turnover. This might imply that despite

dissatisfaction with the actual working envircnment, employees

do not consider it an important deterrent to remaining at the

Center. Of course this dissatisfaction may manifest itself in

other variables by contributing to overall dissatisfaction

with the Center (SATNAC) or the job (JOBSAT). However, tests

of independence between these variables suggested that they

are separate measures.
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Marital status was not quite significant as a factor

affecting turnover, however the presence of dependents tends

to reinforce individual intent to remain at the Center. A

possible reason for this is that the long-term financial

responsibilities associated with dependents may affect the

need for job security and moderate the turnover decision,

whereas marriage involves merely an implied responsibility,

which may be lessened if the spouse is employed.

B. MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Multivariate Logit analysis was conducted using those

variables exhibiting correlation at the p < .10 level of

significance. The results are presented in Table 23. This

regression differs from those done for the military samples in

two important aspects. First, variables for both age (AGE)

and length of service (LOS) were retained, since a test for

independence indicated that they were in fact independent

variables in this sample. The second major difference

involves the absence of a variable for marital status, which

proved to be an insignificant correlate of turnover. In the

absence of any strong notions regarding the effect of this

variable on the civilian population, the variable was not

retained in the regression.

The Logit analysis results reveal that the intercept term

and the variables AGE, LOS, JOBOFFER, JOBALT, BETTOFF2, SATNAC

and DEP are significant at the ten percent level of
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TABLE 23

RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS

NAVAL AVIONICS: n = 136, R = .503

Variable Beta Coefficient

INTERCEPT -5.93 *

LOS .17 **

AGE .14 *

JOBOFFER -1.31 *

JOBLOOK - .57

JOBALT -1.96 **

MORALE + .02

BETOFF (COULD) +1.61

BETOFF2 (FAMENV) -2.18 **

JOBSAT + .34

SATNAC -2.11 *

NACXPECT - .71

DEP .92 **

* p < .05 level of significance

•* p < .10 level of significance

Source: Authors

significance. The variables for job satisfaction (JOBSAT)

and expectations regarding how much better off the

respondent's family would be if he quit (BETOFF) were

insignificant and positively signed. All other variables

exhibited the expected signs.

The implication surrounding the resultant sign of the

variable JOBSAT is that expressed job dissatisfaction does not

significantly affect intent to leave. A similar inference
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can be drawn from the results concerning the variable BETOFF,

which implies that despite strong feelings that the family

could be living a much better life if the respondent accepted

employment elsewhere, this factor tends to influence him to

stay at the Center. These results must be viewed with caution

however, since these variables are not significant.

The issue does become significant when the individual

expresses dissatisfaction with current family environment

(BETOFF2), indicating that expectations simply do not carry

the same weight as the actual experience. It may be easier to

rationalize the decision to remain at the Center despite

feelings that your family could be better off if you left, as

long as you are not experiencing actual dissatisfaction with

family environment. However, once this dissatisfaction crops

up, it becomes an extremely strong deterrent to remaining at

the Center.

Global satisfaction with the Center (SATNAC) was another

important factor influencing turnover intent. Expressed

dissatisfaction with the Center has a substantial effect on

the probability of remaining at the Center, as do the

variables JOBOFFER and JOBALT. Partial effects of each

variable, evaluated using a mean length of service of 5.7

years and age of 32.3 years, are presented in Table 24.

The base case probability of an individual demonstrating

career orientation at the Center is .39. This represents a

single 32 year old male with 5.7 years of service who
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expresses no dissatisfaction or negative expectations about

the relevant factors included in the model. A classification

table indicates that this model predicts the proper turnover

outcome with 87.5 percent accuracy.

TABLE 24

PARTIAL EFFECTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS

NAVAL AVIONICS: n = 136

Variable Partial Effect

LOS + .04 # **

AGE + .04 # *

JOBOFFER - .24 *

JOBLOOK - .12

JOBALT - .31 *

MORALE 0

BETOFF (COULD) + .37

BETOFF2 (FAMENV) - .32 *

JOBSAT + .09

SATNAC - .32 *

NACXPECT - 15

DEP + .23 *

# evaluated for each additional year of service
• p < .05 level of significance
•* p < .10 level of significance

Source: Authors
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VI. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

This chapter presents a comparative analysis of the

individual findings discussed in Chapters IV and V. By

looking at each sample community in a comparative light,

differences in the factors that affect career orientation,

both in terms of significance and magnitude, become more

apparent. In addition to this analysis, a basic framework for

explaining these differences is presented as a stepping stone

for further research.

A. PRELIMINARY SAMPLE COMPARISONS

In order to determine if the surface warfare and submarine

officer samples were statistically separate, regular Ordinary

Least Squares regressions were run on both samples using all

of the variables identified as possible correlates with

turnover (prior to initial correlation analysis). The

regressions were then compared using the Chow test. The

results showed that one could reject the hypothesis that the

regressions were equal. Consequently, although the data was

taken from the same survey instrument, the samples appear to

be separate.

All final sample models were also tested for collinearity

using the ordinary least squares regression procedure.

Moderate to severe multicollinearity was present in all of the
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models (results in Appendix E). As a consequence, caution

should be used in interpreting the individual effects of

variables when using these models. However, the alternative

of identifying those variables contributing most to

collinearity and selectively removing them was considered

inappropriate since this procedure drastically reduced the

predictive abilities of the Logit models. It also prohibited

determination of the individual effects of factors that are in

fact significant.

Actual sample characteristics have been discussed briefly

in the previous chapters, however, a comparative view of the

demographics of each sample is presented in Table 25.

TABLE 25

COMPARATIVE SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHICS

n = 195 n = 102 n = 136

Variable SWO Sub NAC

AGE (in years) 30.6 29.4 32.3

LOS (in years) 7.1 6.8 5.7

MARRIED 135 72 90

DEP 97 45 66

"Y"/LIFER 138 54 26

Source: Authors

The table reveals that the relative ages and lengths of

service in each community are similar. Data regarding marital

and dependent status are similar as well. The glaring
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difference between communities becomes apparent in the number

of persons expressing intent to remain with the organization

for "career" purposes. It is important to keep this factor in

mind when comparing the partial effects of individual

variables across communities, because computation of the base

probability of staying at the organization is directly

dependent upon this initial declaration of intent.

As a related comparison, a Logit regression was run on the

combined submarine and surface warfare sample to determine the

effects of designator differences on intent to stay. Using

the same methodology that was used to develop individual

community models, a model was developed for this combined

sample that retained the variables LOS, EXPROMO, JOBLOOK,

JOBALT, NXTDUBAD, MORALE, MILXPECT, FREEDOM, FAMENV, JOBSAT,

WORKENV, SATMIL, MARRIED and DEP, and also included a dummy

variable for the submarine designator. The model revealed

that a satisfied single submarine officer is nine percent less

likely to stay in the Navy.

B. COMPARISON OF SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES

basic correlation analysis revealed differences in the

factors affecting career orientation across the three

communities. These results are summarized in Table 26. Those

variables that were correlated at the p < .10 level of

significance are indicated by an "X" in this table. Variables
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that were not applicable to the sample are indicated by "NA"

in the table.

TABLE 26

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT CORRELATES OF TURNOVER

Variable SWO Sub NAC

AGE X X X

LOS X X X

NXTDUBAD NA

CURRED/ED

EXPROMO X X

CARAGREE X @ NA

JOBOFFER X

JOBALT X X

JOBLOOK X X X

WIFEWORK

MORALE X X X

MILXPECT/NACXPECT X X

INCSAT/PAYSAT

BETOFF/BETOFF2 X X X

FAMENV/BETOFF X X X

FREEDOM X X

JOBSAT X X

SATMIL/SATNAC X X X

WORKENV X

MARRIED X X

DEP X X X

@ variable sign not as expected

Source: Authors
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The variables ED/CURRED, WIFEWORK and INCSAT/PAYSAT were

not significant across the three sample communities. The

variables AGE, LOS, JOBLOOK, MORALE, BETOFF, FAMENV/BETOFF2,

SATMIL/SATNAC and DEP were significant across all three

samples. Of partirular interest however, are the variables

that exhibited differences in significance across communities.

For instance the variable EXPROMO was only significant in the

military samples, probably as a result of the "up or out"

policy associated with military service. The variable

CARAGREE was only significant to the surface warfare

community. This may be a result of the unique nature of

surface ':arfare duty in that it involves lower pay and a large

amount of family separation. Career agreement may revolve

around the financial necessity for the wife to work in order

to afford decent housing and a "comfortable" family lifestyle.

This may involve decisions such as opting for self-imposed

separations as the member assumes geographic bachelor status

while the spouse pursues her own career or family agenda.

Job offers (JOBOFFER) are less meaningful to military

personnel (unless they occur at a period that coincides with

their planned date of separation). Civilians, however, view

job offers as an important factor affecting the turnover

decision. Perceived job alternatives (JOBALT) is not an

important factor to submarine officers, because they generally

are confident of finding a good civilian job due to the

specialized training they receive that is easily transferrable
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to a civilian setting. Expectations regarding the workplace

(MILXPECT) were not significant to surface warfare officers.

This finding tends to indicate that this community of officers

generally knows what to expect when they get to their first

assignments, whereas submariners and the personnel at the

Center may have unrealistic expectations that tend to

influence turnover when they remain unfulfilled.

Freedom in the workplace (FREEDOM) is not important to

ci ilian engineers, probably due to the fact that the Center

attempts to encourage autonomy and creativity in the

workplace, and an environment that constrains people is

counter to the Center's goals. Consequently most people at

the Center are satisfied with the amount of freedom they have.

On the other hand, one might think that freedom in the

military is simply not an issue due to the structured nature

of the organization as a whole. However, Naval officers may

experience differing degrees of freedom solely dependent upon

the attitudes and style of the commanding officer. In

addition, their jobs change every two to three years, allowing

them an opportunity to experience differing work environments,

some of which offer substantial freedom and some that do not.

As a result, Naval officers realize the constraints of the

military structural system and the culture it fosters, but

they also consider freedom to be a significant correlate of

turnover.
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The effect of job satisfaction (JOBSAT) is significant

only to the military samples as well. However this result

should be viewed with some caution. As stated above, Naval

officers change jobs every few years. It is possible that

the effect of job satisfaction is dependent upon the job the

officer is filling at the time. Some jobs may be satisfying

and some obviously are not. Job satisfaction in the military

then, may be a function of the specific assignment in

question, as well as the officer assigned to it. A job that

is satisfying to one officer may be dissatisfying to another.

In addition, since the officer knows that the assignment is

relatively "short term," he may view dissatisfaction as a

temporary condition, and although it is significant, it may

not have a large effect on the turnover decision.

Perhaps a better satisfaction-based measure is overall

satisfaction with the organization. This variable

(SATNAC/SATMIL) was significant across all three communities.

In the case of the Naval Avionics Center sample, it is likely

that this "global" variable is capturing the effects of the

facets of job, work environment, and freedom, all of which

were insignificant in this sample. It is interesting to note

that facet satisfaction appeared to be more prevalent in the

military samples, whereas global satisfaction appeared to be

a better measure at the Center.

Satisfaction with work environment (WORKENV) was only

significant to the surface warfare community. This may be a
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result of the fact that most Navy ships are at least ten years

old, and several of these are approaching the 25 year mark in

age. Quarters are cramped, and during deployments, the work

environment becomes the living environment. You literally

live your job. As a result, the working environment may not

be the best. This is also true aboard submarines, however

submarines are generally better maintained since they have a

higher priority for parts and personnel, there aren't quite so

many people aboard a submarine and submarines are manned with

the highest quality enlisted personnel. Submarines are

usually more up to date in terms of state-of-the-art

technology, making them more comparable across classes despite

age differences. The bottom line is that submariners simply

have more dollars, and this makes for a somewhat better

working environment.

Marital status was significant in the military samples and

not quite significant (p = .13) in the Naval Avionics Center

sample. The variable DEP, indicating the presence of

dependents, was significant across all samples. A crosstab of

the variables LOS and DEP to determine if there might be a

higher distribution of dependents at higher age levels showed

that the distribution of dependents is fairly uniform across

all three samples.
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C. COMPARISON OF PARTIAL EFFECTS

Table 27 provides a summary of the partial effects of the

individual variables included in each of the sample

regressions. When using the Logit procedure, the actual

basis for comparison should be the probability of experiencing

the outcome represented by the dependent variable, since the

magnitude of individual variable effects is dependent upon the

base case probability of this outcome. (In other words,

comparing the magnitudes of the beta coefficient estimates, or

the individual partial effects of variables, in a Logit

regression is misleading.) The base case probability of

staying in the Navy for a surface warfare officer was .98, for

a submarine officer, it was .90, and for an engineer or

scientist at the Naval Avionics Center, it was .39.

In the Surface Warfare community, global dissatisfaction

with the Navy appears to have the largest effect on

probability of remaining, decreasing this likelihood by 39

percent. Low expectations regarding promotion chances

decreases this probability by 18 percent. The effects of the

other remaining variables pale in comparison to these

variables.

Global satisfaction was not as important to submarine

officers, however low promotion expectations decreases the

probability of remaining by 51 percent. And the effect of

strong expectations that the next duty station will be at an

undesirable locale is to reduce the probability of remaining
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TABLE 27

SUMMARY OF PARTIAL EFFECTS ACROSS COMMUNITIES

Variable SWO Sub NAC

AGE NA NA .04 *

LOS .01 * .04 * .04 *

NXTDUBAD .02 -. 76 * NA

EXPROMO -. 18 * -. 51 * NA

CARAGREE .01 NA NA

JOBOFFER NA NA -. 24 *

JOBALT -. 03 * 0 -. 12 **

JOBLOOK -. 01 -. 04 -. 24

MORALE -. 01 -. 11 0

MILXPECT/NACXPECT NA .02 -. 15

BETOFF/BETOFF2 -. 04 * -. 07 -. 32 **

FAMENV/BETOFF .01 ** -. 24 * -. 32

FREEDOM 0 -. 08 NA

JOBSAT -. 02 .02 .09

SATMIL/SATNAC -. 39 * -. 07 -. 15 *

WORKENV -. 01 NA NA

MARRIED .01 .05 NA

DEP .01 -. 03 .23 **

* significant at the p < .05 level of significance

•* significant at the p < .10 level of significance

Source: Authors

by 76 percent. This result essentially says that someone who

is pretty sure that his next duty station will be in an

undesirable place is going to leave the military. Family

environment appears to be very important to submariners as

well. Dissatisfaction with family environment decreases the
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probability of remaining by 24 percent. And the presence of

dependents reduces the probability by three percent.

From a policy standpoint, it appears that family-related

variables tend to drive the turnover decision in the submarine

community. As discussed in Chapter IV, submariners are

generally confident of finding a good civilian job, and

therefore the job security considerations or financial

considerations that might otherwise moderate the effects of

family variables do not influence the submarine officer. This

may explain why the variables NXTDUBAD, FAMENV and DEP are so

influential in the submarine model. In fact, this

"alternative job security" may also be showing up in the

magnitude of the EXPROMO variable. An officer that doesn't

expect to get promoted does not need to stay around, since he

can easily find a job.

The results of the Naval Avionics Center sample

regressions appear to indicate that alternative job offers,

expectations about family life and presence of dependents are

the key factors affecting the probability of remaining.

Marriage in and of itself was not a significant factor, yet

having dependents increases the probability of staying by 23

percent, and high expectations that the family could be better

off if the respondent left his job decreases this probability

by 32 percent. In addition, the variables JOBALT and JOBOFFER

can combine to produce a 36 percent decrease in the

probability of remaining. In other words, a satisfied
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respondent, whether married or not, with no dependents, would

leave the Center basing his decision solely on a new job offer

and high confidence that he can find (or in this case, has

already found) a job that is better than his job at the

Center.

The Naval Avionics Center results also show that failure

of the Center to meet employee expectations decreases the

probability of staying by 15 percent, as does global

dissatisfaction with the Center. The magnitudes of these

effects are not large when compared to the military samples or

with the other variables in the Naval Avionics Center model.

D. CAREER ANCHORS

As discussed in the review of literature, a study of naval

officers [Ref. 59], completed by Derr and based upon the work

of Schein, found that the majority (85 percent) of officers

possessed "managerial," "technical" or "security" career

anchors. A much smaller percentage (14 percent) possessed

creativity or autonomy anchors. A more specific breakdown by

community is provided in Table 28. (Percentage breakdowns are

provided where available). Table 28 also lists the rankings

of these anchors as provided by sample responses from the

Naval Avionics Center Survey. These data were gathered by

asking the respondents to rank the anchors by order of

importance to the respondent. Although percentages are not

available as with the military samples, they are listed in
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order of mean response value, which is listed in parentheses

next to each response.

TABLE 28

CAREER ANCHORS BY COMMUNITY

SWO SUB NAC

Managerial (62%) Managerial (36%) Autonomy (3.5)

Technical (21%) Technical (36%) Managerial (3.4)

Security Security (21%) Security (2.8)

Creativity Creativity Creativity (2.7)

Autonomy Autonomy Technical (2.2)

Source: Authors

Table 28 reveals some unique differences in career anchors

across the three samples. Specifically, both officer samples

possess managerial and technical anchors whereas the Naval

Avionics Center sample has more autonomy-anchored people.

There are a large number of managerial anchored persons as

well. In the military samples, autonomy is the least

prevalent anchor. In the Naval Avionics Center sample, the

technical anchor is the least prevalent.

This last result may seem surprising, since one would

expect scientists and engineers to possess a "need for

technical functional competence" and less of a "need for

managerial experience" [Ref. 58:p. 5]. However, studies

[Refs. 41,61] have shown that engineers in an industrial
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setting desire autonomy above all, and lack of it is often

cited as a reason for turnover.

The implication of this comparison is that differences in

the magnitudes of individual effects across samples may be

related to the psychological or needs-based anchors that

individuals develop in the workplace. It has already been

suggested that these anchors help to provide a "fit" between

the worker and the workplace. As long as the worker fulfills

his specific needs, which are anchored over time in the

workplace, he should remain. It is possible that people with

certain anchors exhibit certain general types of turnover

behavior as well.

For instance, people with autonomy anchors may base the

turnover decision with more emphasis towards available

alternatives, expectations, and offers and less on

satisfaction or biodemographic factors. People with

managerial anchors may emphasize facet satisfaction with

family issues over work-related issues or global work

organization satisfaction in their turnover decision process.

Technically anchored people may be influenced more heavily by

expectations-related factors and global-satisfaction measures.

Of course, differences in the factors affecting career

organization may be solely due to the nature of the position

or the organization, and have nothing to do with the

individual filling the job, although this is unlikely.
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The data presented above tend to support the contention

that people with certain anchors display similar turnover

behavior, however more research on this issue is required in

order to make any definitive conclusions. This hypothesis is

presented here only as a framework for follow-on research in

an attempt to explain the results presented in the study.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter provides conclusions and recommendations for

future research based upon the results of this study. In

addition, specific research weaknesses are identified and

discussed for the benefit of interested readers as well as

future researchers.

A. RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS

The primary purpose of this thesis was to identify the

factors that affect career orientation in three sample

communities and estimate the magnitudes of the individual

effects of these factors using an original turnover model. A

secondary purpose was to propose a framework to explain

experienced differences i- the results across the sample

communities.

The research shows that the factors affecting career

orientation in the surface warfare, submarine, and Naval

Avionics Center engineering community are different. First-

order correlation computations with intent to stay show that

education, spouse employment and satisfaction with pay are not

significant across all samples. Age, length of service,

presence of dependents, satisfaction with morale, family

environment, global satisfaction with the organization,

expectations that the family could be better off if the
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employee left the organization, and whether the respondent had

looked for a job in the past year are significantly correlated

with intent to stay at the ten percent level of significance.

The major differences across communities involve career

agreement with spouse, satisfaction with work environment,

satisfaction with freedom on the job, expectations regarding

promotions, and job satisfaction. The latter three factors

are only significant in the military samples. The former two

are significant only in the surface warfare sample. Surface

warfare officers tend to demonstrate more significant facet

satisfaction than both of the other communities, however,

submarine officers demonstrate more facet satisfaction than

the Naval Avionics Center community.

The Naval Avionics Center sample data reveals that

expectations regarding, and the offer of, acceptable

alternative employment are significant correlates of intent to

stay. This is not the case with the military, where only the

fact that the respondent had looked for a job in the past year

was significant to both military samples.

Multivariate models using the significant correlates with

intent to stay as explanatory variables and intent to stay as

the dependent variable, proved to be fairly accurate in

predicting turnover intent. All three models demonstrated at

least 85.7 percent accuracy as stated in Chapters IV and V.

Summary results provided in Chapter VI support the conclusion

that each community shows distinct trends in the types of
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variables that most affect the turnover process.

Specifically, surface warfare officers are most influenced by

global dissatisfaction with the Navy and promotion

expectations. Submarine officers, are most influenced by

expectations regarding locale of the next duty station,

promotion expectations, and satisfaction with family

environment. The magnitudes of the effects of the first two

factors are much larger than any of the magnitudes in the

other communities. The Naval Avionics Center community is

most influenced by expectations regarding improvement in

family life if the respondent left the Center (which is

different than experienced dissatisfaction with family

environment), dependents, and alternative job offers.

Each sample community also possesses a differing mix of

people who have one of five career anchors. Managerial and

technical anchors dominate the military communities, and

autonomy and managerial anchors dominate the Naval Avionics

Center sample. The differences in factors affecting the

career orientation between these communities may be related to

the differences in career anchors that predominate in them.

Further research is needed to expand this hypothesis.

B. RESEARCH WEAKNESSES

As with any research effort, there are weaknesses in this

study. These weaknesses are listed below. This list may not
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be all-inclusive, however no attempt has been made to hide

weaknesses from the reader.

The DOD Survey was *administered in 1985. The Naval

Avionics Survey was administered in 1989. There may be

differences in responses due to changing attitudes over time,

economic factors, and the fact that data collection involved

different surveys instead of the exact same instrument.

All data is self-reported. This is particularly relevant

to persons who have already decided to leave, since their

responses may not be truthful and may bias results. Also,

self-selection bias is present, due to the inability to sample

persons outside the relevant organizations.

There may be misspecification errors in each of the

multivariate models caused by ignoring such factors as sea

duty, frequent moves, lack of stability, and economic factors.

Sample sizes are somewhat small. Also, the Naval Avionics

Center sample is regional, therefore inferences outside of the

Center may be erroneous.

The decision on the proper dependent variable for the

Naval Avionics Center sample, due to unique differences in the

employment and retirement systems, may not provide an adequate

indication of "career intent." In addition, comparisons may

not be justified since persons in the military see a concrete

end date of their military "career" early in life, whereas

civil service retirement depends on age at initial employment,

and requires more years of service (at the same age).
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The strict reliance on the use of dummy variables in

regressions lends itself to possible coding errors in variable

construction. (Although frequency analysis was used to code

variables in such a way so as to capture their full effects.)

This thesis assumes that Derr's work on "career anchors"

in the military is still current, allowing us explain possible

differences in behavior.

Although all attempts were made to ensure that the Naval

Avionics Center sample was randomly chosen, the researchers

were unable to choose the sample and relied upon the Center to

ensure that this requirement was fulfilled.

C. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The most obvious area for further research is the stuiy of

the relationship between career anchors and turnover behavior

as proposed in the preceding chapter. This would involve

updating Derr's work [Refs. 56,58] and applying it along with

the upcoming 1990 DOD Survey. It may be possible to get the

instrument used by Derr included as part of the survey, as

well as administer the same instrument to employees in various

Navy civilian industrial facilities.

Another area of research involves refining the models

contained in this study to reduce the existing effects of

multicollinearity. The theory that global satisfaction is as

valid a predictor as any combinations of facet satisfaction

could also be tested. This research could be developed using
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factor analysis in an attempt to study the various components

that make up a global satisfaction measure. The Inclusion of

additional communities for comparison is another area of

possible study.

This study investigated the effects of satisfaction and

dissatisfaction on turnover intent with satisfaction and

dissatisfaction as dichotomous events. Investigation of the

deQree of satisfaction or dissatisfaction might provide better

insight into the relationships between the various factors

that affect the turnover process. In addition, follow-up

studies, using actual turnover behavior (instead of turnover

intent) as the dependent variable in the proposed models would

provide a more realistic basis from which to assess policy

implications.

Finally, it should be noted that the data from the Naval

Avionics Survey contains much more information than that used

for this study. These data may support tests of other

retention and turnover models.
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APPENDIX A

NAVAL AVIONICS CENTER ORGANIZATION CHART

This appendix contains a basic functional organization

diagram of the Naval Avionics Center. The diagram reflects

the latest organizational structure as of December 1989.
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APPENDIX B

NAVAL AVIONICS CENTER DIAGNOSTIC SURVEY

This appendix contains a copy of the survey administered

to the engineers and scientists employed at the Naval Avionics

Center. The survey was used to collect data for use in this

thesis as well as concurrent studies involving career

development paths and organizational effectiveness As a

result, some of the questions contained in the survey are

irrelevant for purposes of this study.
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NAC DIAGNOSTIC SURVEY

The purpose of this questionnaire is to identify issues within
NAC concerning job attributes, work group attributes, and career
development. It is an opportunity to take stock of NAC as a place
to work, to spend a career, and to register your observations,
concerns, and satisfactions on a number of topics.

This questionnaire was custom designed for NAC and its'
scientist and engineer communities. A few questions are standard
questions addressing issues that are central to the operation of
any ora.-nization. Fut, most cf the items reflect issues of
specific concern t- .IA- as identified through interview . T1'he
issues were identified as potential problem areas or as success
areas. This sur;, wir v allcw us to see how the scientift and
engin.-nr coc'munitie5 feel about these issues.

After the- r-,-s ar,-cc]ectr', results will be ta u1ate ar1
a report w.ill be F- ,pa.- :;hich su.rizes the fininQs.

Fr<: . B;.'.j:. E: _- :trcf . fenneth 'I>:::u

of Al::. S ::,ntes Dept. cf Admin. g>ienc,-
INa'*'- . Pc.rtcraJt: .t' e ch'z l Naval cstaradua' ch-:o

LCI P Th .c i )n or 1,T Iarl: Davis

rlau ter's Dr'r'- Stuident Master's Dearee ftu'irent
I:'i . of A1.::, S'i,.n:s I),"pt . - f AAn:iri Sci,.nvt:- .

Naval FostQI;a:Iu -1 School Naval Fostoraduat,- School
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

1. These surveys are meant to be completely anonymous and
confidential. Individual responses will not be seen by anyone
within this organization. Do not put any identifying marks of any
kind on them. When completed, please place the survey in the
envelope provided and seal the envelope. Then return the survey
and envelope to your departmental/divisional POC.

2. Most of the questions ask that you check one of several

numbers that appear on a scale to the right of the item. You are
to choose, one number that best matches the description of how you

feel about the item. For example, if you were asked "He2' much dr)
y-1u r-iy th ,  weather in thi q-I - " , and you are ,a 'nrra y
satisfied with the weather, ycu would check the numbe2r under

satisfied" like this:

.F4

"C 44711

rr)

H- &'.-' 0, f -

a0 t

:.t ht t he se l ,s; p ,:s. r y b< ff,.1 ,.:'' ,., , e t

;ars uf r, su vey. Fo.Dr e,::c- ,-. t I I r ' 7.3y" -:- you1 1,-; :r. c yotu
I r <,l o I d i Saclrt- With sc e h n., or, how f7ai f;f i d r-r d i L7,z-.is f i -
y,',u a ,.With 1o 1 .' in" , or C<.t ,-.I y-, th;,nII !7,<:,,th1ilq k , y o

o ., F t rrt , c c,7, pti I! r,

c r f,! y fo-r , q-hs¢ct ir' 1, f. ., c ho,?- F- "]o t- a n zw er!7.
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DEMOGRAPHICS

The following information is needed to help us with the statistical

analyses of the data. This information will allow comparisons to
be made among different groups of employees.

PLEASE ANSWER EACH QUESTION BY MARKING THE NUMBER NEXT TO THE
DESCRIPTION WHICH BEST FITS YOU OR BY WRITING IN THE CORRECT
INFORMATION.

1. Are you (check one): 5. Are you currently married?

(0)__ Female (0) no

(1) Male (1) yes

2. How old were you on your 6. Do you have dependents?

last birthday? (excluding your spouse)

years (0) no

(1) yes

3. How many years have you 7. Your department/division is?
wcrked at NAC?

years

4. What is lh, hig.st level 8. Your payorade is?

of education you have
attained? GS--___

:) Hich sacCA di- c;a
2 A'; 7< r: 1: l~ d c {,

(3) Bacl)-7r's dezroe
4, Matter s ov-re
15) L:c toral d, r'ee

9 .s u 0u c u t r . n * ] e * z l - y e d c d

of th
,
, hoe-o

W:. :t wIs your :,15 * : f -r, - 1 - I r ' :

12. !ace you activcly .ur futd alt,.rnt ivu
e~plcy-et Cpr rtunlt.i- within Ih,,

past yoar?

(0) no

(1) yes
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You'? 2Op Y- 0J _ -- .

This section asks you how you ,I r -, ..
think and feel about certain '0 . .a-, 0 .,4 ., .,

aspects of your job. - o .*-

0

1. How satisfied are you with: ' . ' O ,. 0
, V 0-, ,-

a. current j b overall. . . ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
b. fringe benefits you

receive ..... . ......... 1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
c. coworkers/work oroup . . . (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7
d. amount of freedom

you have on your job . (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
e. opportunities for your

own professional
learning and growth. . (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

f. opportunities to
accorplish serething
worthwhi .u .... . . ..... (1 (2) (3' (4) (5) 11 (7)

0. your a7oount of pay . . . . (1) (2) (3 (4) (5) (E) (7)
.he chances y-

'
, ha'., to

taIk part in decisions (1) (2) (3) (4) ({o (6) (7)

yo r %ob s CU y............ ( ) (2) (3) (4) (51 (6) (7)
2. pr-.notion opportunities. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (f) (71
k. assi nro mnt stat- l]]y . . . ('1 (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7

. cpi- r ,,.:it ,. re-'ive

train, ......... (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

n. ol. rt t 'k w:' h

e '.117pZ er~t , l (2 ( (4 : ('
o. cart,, a,th cq i t :; tl s (1) (2) ( } ( ) ( : <

C,

Z. H w r( h h

a. T

r. wn 7-M"' r Y'k ' Y,' ro 2

c a, n r .' r " y '-7 r 1 - ; t 'l l y

ismpor 'C* ... .... (1 (> 3' (4) ( V'
d. It would I- hard for no

T ..(I (2 (3) (4 ! ( ( , (7'
f. I feel peonor.illy respons-

ible f',r th, w-.:k I dc . ( ' iz (3) (4) (5) (6) (71

q . Thcre is tco: ccowr,,icatiorn
botwec r, d ft." parts of

. ... . .... 2) (3 (4) :() (C) (7;
C'. I c te , thk c

€  
quatt ig. (1] (2) (3) (4 (5) (6) (7)
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CP 0 0 0

. - 1 1

1, 0 4
to V

V ' 14m|

(u. 0 4 () '-4
14 41) "1 P A,

3. How much do you agree or 0 1 0 t O W) 0
disagree with the following: 1 .4 w .d 14 14

41 1i 4 0~ -4 0.

a. Management makes it easy to - - -

get the job done . . . .. . (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (71

b. There is enough variety in
ry job ..... . ......... (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

c. My job is challenging. . (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

d. Considerino ry skills and
effort I put into my work,
I am satisfied with pay. 1 (2 (3) (4) (5) (6) ()

e. There is to much stress
on ry job .... . . ....... (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

0

4. How likely is it that: x x 0

a. You could find in e4ual or

hetter job at another
organization .... . .......... (1) (2) (3) (4!

b. You will look for a n ,w job
in th, ne

y 
next 12 7on-t. .. . . ...... (1) (2 3)

,. Y' w: c-t a bn s ::r pay
, yru pfrfor7 ;','r

-' [, r ' ,1 a'- y w'l . . . . . (11 2., .14' '

d. Yor.: w:21 h' prr-ted tr the

e. You will rf.rain ai N f for at
]east f v. tcr, years. .. . . .... (2) (3 (4) 5

f. Yhu wiI rec'i', feedback
frr y,-,r u --rv isor (s)
cc.ncrr;nn your prfcrrance ( ( (4 5

o. Ybu fai7ly would be bett.I
off if you tock a n'w job .. .... ( ) (2) (3) (41 (5'

h. You will recain at NAC until
retre e t ... .. . . .......... (2) (3) (4)
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WORK( GROUPS

This section asks you what you 0)
think about various work groups. U 0 4 ) a)

*0t1 5. U 40

1)~ * 0 4>

1. For your departrent, how much to W , 4 .
O; r- Oh0) C

do you agree or disagree with 0 w " a, o o
the following: $. a H W -H 5 t-

H -4 0 -H -f 04 4

a. I feel I am really a part

of my work group ... . ..... . (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

b. People who offer new ideas are
likely tc get "clobbered" .. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

c. Each rember has a clear idea
of the orop's g.'io s . . . .. (1' (2) (3) (4) '5) (6) (7)

d. Fveryone is involved in the
d-cision 7aking .. . ...... f. ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6' (-)

e. My co-workers are afraid tc
expr sc their r~a3 viewc'. . . (1) (2) (3) (41 5) (6) U)

f. So",e of the pn oje 1 work with
hav no respe-_t f r others. . l) (2) (3) (41 (5', (6) (7)

c. vervn<.e's cpirtIon. arts
Io ..... .-. i ,y r . (1) (21 (3) (4) (5) (C) (7)

h. r ,is iQh. .... . ...... .. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

w 0

the. follz'winis I .-H 0 H '

0 "o m ' "j -0.I m

a.r

cf r / wc ,k Q!,.uT ., . . . . . . ." , (2 3) (4)
,  

1 
,  

(6: '
b. F -p e who offer r, ,', id,-ta5 at--

!:-kely Io Qf *t " c tb ers'-" . . (, (2) (3) (4, (- ") _(r , -,

c. Fic. r-71 -ber h~s I c .r idea
of the cr 's q . . .2 . (4% .,

d. Et'e-r,/c~ ,_ - n ,,o ve! in t h

e. My c,-wrkf-rs ar- afraid, to
P×prost thhir reil vlvws. . . (2) a (4) 5 5 6) ( 7)

1 . sr"4 f t h- p 5- , I w.. with
ha. r, , - th,rs. ( Z) (3) W (71

g . E v r y o : , ' r; e' i r s a ,? I r
Iis n . tr, -, , ril ; . . ('I (2) (3) ( 1 ', 16 (7)

h. moral:- s hi:(h ........ ( (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
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GEN E P A,. 1,

This section asks what you think g o w

and feel concerning several areas.16 m 4a W
a] m 8) $4 14

,0 D ' 0 D -4 a) r

0 m 0 D a) 0

1. How much do you agree or W W H 0 -4 14

disagree with the following: W m 'a 0 M m

a. Morale is good at NAC . . . ( ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
b. Working environment/conditions

are satisfactory .. . . ..... (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

c. I am satisfied with ry life
at IIAC .... . ........... (]) (2) (3) (41 (5) (6) (7)

d. My family could be better off

if I left NAC .... . ........ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

e. Workins at NAC is about what

I expected it would b. ........ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
f. Pay ralses/prorotions de;end

on perfs: nanse. ...... . ......(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7}

2. F'ease answer the fcl :,wnz:

T - ay fo: .- ;:crint job is:

so!es h. 1 elI h * set rush 7 crI th :

really nc. ,ry needs ry needs require

to I y

b. How id;rw: t is pa' to you?

(i '(4' 2' ''

u.irrartort s>: rat :y is-'c rtint

i.' ortait

c. Have you reccivej other job offers in the past 12 rorths?

(12 yet

d. How many morc years do you intend to work at NAC?

<1 10-12

1-3 13-15
4-6 16+

7-9
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT

This section asks you how you think
and feel about various aspects ,a
concerning career development. S -, "

.) 0 -4

M " .0

5 V) i V -
En > .4 In >1 .-
-" 4 4J -4 .-4 -.

rn D U) D .,#
1. How satisfied are you with: A L - 4. 4. 1

S -4 0.-H -4 0 (
> 00 > '

a. the career options available'
to you ..... . . . ........ (i (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

b. the career dpv-op'ent pronrar-
at NAC ..... . . . ........ (11 (2) (3) (4 (5) () )

c. the arrount of infccriticn that
is availah-]e to -t concernino
career rathg . . . ..... ..... H ( 1 (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

d. the availah-ility of career
g' lan - . . . . . . . . . . . ( (2 ) 3) (4) 5 ( ) (7

2. Please answer the fcllowing:

a. to what extent d' "he career cpticns available at NAC satisfy
you career goals?

' Z (2 W' (51 (6) (7)

career opt -Crpticns career optlcr.s
a . naJ, eu' a I-4iqt, to ,e-'t are moe thar

tc '-.-.t cy nvy needs adequate t,

{ 7?' '4' H= (6) '

orte lttle c. fi'':". shd av Cd.r
pb- t I f-I . *,: -I-l Fnt r- abo 7-] i ", 'Y -

opto-C opt Ion1
,

c. pan f I t c. relc, i -n c r z i-cportanc' to yc'.: TI 1 s
important, 5 = leant important):

V, job/cireer at NAC appeals ",o ce because it allows/ will
allow me the opportunity to:

develop and uti] ho,. technical skills
____ develop and utillz, ranagerial skills

___ develop and utilize creative skills

work in an autor,-ous setting

have job security
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3. T h. f -I I nw i i -r~n 1-k- yol q uPti o ns concprnino7 yor)
kIvnowler(-i. rv l'',i ,t '-'i.i i of .And qatje fA,, ion wit h, your car #,,r
options At IJA- poia r~Rnagr, line manaer. systems engineer,
and technical ro0. 1.t/enO'ineer. if you are already in a
"track"', then pleqcre answer the questions "in hindsight".

41 I

a. How knowled-nealK"- are/were- yoll M
about tho- carc-r- -4 ion

o 0 :
avai lable to you at NAJ? a U

'I) o11)ira......... (2) (3) (4) (' (~(7
(2,in-, raflacl! ..... . . ... (3) (4)(5 ( '/

(3 ~ fi.'f e~~f'.? () (2 3) () () () (7)

(4) te'huica: consultar-.. .(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

t. How ao'a'ni' .0 w'.o -a-h ::air- c

cI l f-1 ' !

11J 7 - (2) (3) 4' (5' (6) (7
!- -. 1:, . .. ( (3 ) (4 ) (! C

sA''' t' - i cc'':t1 (2) (3) (4) (5)(6 (7

'YK

d1. 7- wV,

4

E- To whi' eYl-.'ir
inere-ted ;..

to you at NA",
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4. Please answer the following questions:

a. What factors do you consider to be the most important in
selecting a career path option?

b. Which of the available career paths is cost attractive, and
why?

c. What i rr ,e" r nt s :-uI 1 e -c A e in the c~r .e r develcp-!ent

prccess at NAC?

." , t cf y 1:1 j. ain! w-IrkInQ
:tNA??

e . Wha t ar, th t' least sat- sfy nr. as;.rcts ci ycuz jc i an - Iw i: ]
at NA?

THANK Y-. F-R YC2?. COOPEPAT '. : SFENDITIC TTME T: AN?.ER UR
Q U ESCIC1
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APPENDIX C

COMPUTER ANALYSIS RESULTS (MILITARY SAMPLE)

This appendix contains the computer programs and program

results used in the analysis of the military samples. A copy

of the program used for the analysis is presented first. This

is followed by a table of variables, including mean values, a

first-order correlation table, and a table of Logit regression

results for each of the two military samples. In each case,

the surface warfare community sample (n = 195) results are

presented first, followed by the submarine community sample

(n = 102) results.
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DATA, ONE;
2 SET OFICER.D

0
FA^LL;

3 F 03E3=2; /-KEEP ONLY NAVY*'
4 CEP DCI 06EC oa O2TEb 0OE29 072 03E34
r ~ 031,E35 046 051E43 OSIEST 067ES-4 004E90 OVOC9l 096E92
t, ~OWET3'A-lIU:EIC-09T193;j O)O6EbO2 0107E103 0108104A 0108104D

7 0109105A-NU11ERIC-0109103R O110E1C6;

WARNING 341; YOUR SERVICE AGREEMENT HAS EXPIRED. PLEASE
CONTACT YOUR COUDUTIN:; INSTALLATION'S L ER SERVICE
PERSONNEL OR INSTALLATION SAS REPRESENTATIVE.

NOTE: DATA SET UORK. ONE HAS 3976 oCSERVATIOrils AND Si VARIABLES. 430 OES'TRK.
N0TE: THE DATA STATEM;ENT USED 8.61 SECON4DS AND 643K.

8 DATA TUO;
9 SET ONE ;
10 IF OCE>47 AND OSEb( 141; /'*NANT THOSE WITH 4-12 VRS LOS*/

11 CSOLSb/i2;

t ATS-: DA.TA SET MCC'. TUD0 HAS 1569 On!EERVATIONS AND 52 VARIABLES. 400 OZS'TRK.
lU-TE7: THE DATA STATE!ENT USED 0.51 SECONDS ANDl 584K.

*DATA TKW-E;
LET TA;3

NIF Q/ 1,*UANT MALES ONLY* /
-IF C. , THEN flLF /*WT ONLY DFFICERS, /

--- '4 T H ' , '

-- 7 - <I Pt'
t

'-.

Z" IF lil7111 C' Cr 711! CR OTET:1160 OP 07E7=1165 DR 07E7=1120
r, H 117 OR C7 7177;

/*ET PECTED LCC, UFC QUIT'

- - cc-:. ZJE-'AMCA E-

,It' 7j OE

L2. -*,-,

E. 7' LA>- FAT 2

7 T
Ay_-;LT UC> V

IF -1 0

'F C - -

IF ------ 1 ' 'C" 0 c7Cq9-I OT CVTEOYDr1 l ~ E r

EC , / I FE NOT S IuC

IFOc, 7 l.
"T /* AT 11 INC*/'

IF 01 _,-- (U T .EN 0107E1' 3z
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3 SASLR) LOG OS SAS 5.13 VSZ/MVS JOE DAVIS STEP SAS

65IF OlO7ElE3e. THEN 'L-l /*LC!: tiOMALriLbELSE ':CrALE:Q; /)'HI 1:OflALE is EASE*i7IF OEOE1O4A' O TFIL'- 1314N
6SIF OIOBIO4A> 3 THE4ll ILXflLET=l; /PflIL LIFE AS EXP IS Ec~(^1 ELSE IIILYFECT=O;

7) IF OIOQ1ZE 0 THEN 0103 jCtfl,
71IF 01031040c3 THEN LETOFE~i; /*FAMILY EETOFF IF QUIT*/

ELSE EETOFFzO;
3IF olOP.lO5MO THEN 01091051'r74 IF 010,105A>3 THEN FFEE!)OtMZ;

75ELSE FPEE:DC:IzO; /wfSAT IS EASEN,7 IF 010q1057(0 THE-:: 0109105n=E:
77 ~ IF O00lO5E>3 T HEN FRILNDS=I;3 ELSE F2'IENESro; /*SAT IS EASE*/iIF 0 oto IOSCo THEN 01091050:= -

so IF 0109105C>3 THEN CM!MSERS:1;
U ELSE COWSKEFS:0; /*SAT IS EASE*/

Z2 IF OlE91lONOo THEN 0109105D1:.
3 IF 0101105D>3 THEN STAILE=l;

ELSE STnEILEZO; /*SAT IS EASE*/
IF ClOP1OSE<O THEN 0109105E=

IF 01O?IOSZE>3 THE?; FAYALLO0%zi;
ELSE FAYALLC:O; /*SqAT IS EASE*,IF O

0
IO!FO0 THEN 0109105Cr

IF 010
0

10:3FYJ THEN FPAMLJV:1;
ELSE F~E,:;/*SAT IS EASE /

IF 0C91055<O THEN Ol09105SC=
IFl00Eo>:3 THE'i IOKS~l;

ELCE :CVESC;/"'AT IS EASE*/

'.-TIS EAsE' .'

:F'

SE F/-SAT 1S EASE-'

/4ZW IS ES.
IF 0 ''

EL F~ E''T"- IS EE

- -HO ,T :S EA$E*i

-- IF op.l

* IF T01$

IF CI''"' F- THC'; I'''' 1
17 - -N40' _
I -4 H !

EL'- r: .7IL IsESE

IF CI i. TH,' 11WC

4 1 C-'' 4 5TH . Lz *IISAT 1221!: LIFE-,,
IF r T'-~C;''"l '-

IF C-' F 1 1''

IF EL 5 T''; LCW-4
IFOES 4* . LO-<f6TCIE

F EO;C .5 EL ' (7 T!,
-I L0 ' cS I'EC ("3 TIL';C'm

,F L C L SLP'J L'
F-?' L' D 1 5(-,If 7 4 LO S

IF LCo'S, - '(0 I d Q9I
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4 SAS(R LOG OS SAS 5.18 VS2/mVS joB DAVIS STEP SAS

142" IF L05>11.99 AND 105<13 THE.- LOS:12;
143 IF LOS>12.99 AND LOS14 THEN! L05:13;
14#4 IF LOS13i.99 THEN 103:14;
le;5 IF 027E26>19.99 THEN Y:1;
145 ELSE Y=O; /1MCAIZEER INTENT IF EXPLOS>200/

N:OTE: DATA SET 1I0rX.FOUR HAS 297 O8SEflVATIONS AND 88 VARXAELES. 114 OBS/TRK.
NOTE: THE DATA STATEI;E1IT USED 0.58 SECONDS AND 532K.

147 DATA FIVE;
148f SCT FOUR;
1t-:9 DroP 00E6 032 035E34 027E'6 030:29 OSES
130 0'~6 OSIC4S 066E63 067E64 094E90 09SE91 096E92
151 OQ,7E4;A-NUtEr1C-097E1-N 01061102 0107E103 0105104A 0108104D
Ilr2 O1001OSA-4U::ERIc-0109105r oliocm PATrIOT Pro!:OP EOTrAIN jorSEC
153 EXPLOS FRIEIDS CC I:'ZERS STABILE PAYALLOWI RETCEN VEAP MOVES
154 MEMCEN DENTAL CONlEXCH;

NOTE: DATA SET WCMK. FIVE HAS 297 OrSERVATIONS AND 24 VARIABLES. 252 OCS/TRK.
NOTE: THE DATA STATEt:VNT USED 0. 21 SECONDS AuD 534K.

1!:s DATA SU-L;
15'; SET FIVE;
15? IF O'7=71120 OR 07E7=1125 OR 07E7=1170 OR 07E7=1175;

N~OTE: CHArACTEr VAL'E 11A\'E tsc!. CCN\'ERTEO) TO tII:-r!C
VALUES AT THr PLACZS Givirl rY: (LI!.C)*(COLU;:N).

157:7 157:20 157:Z3 157:46

NOTE: rATA SST N .S' HAS 102 C:SE VATIONS AND 24 VARIAZLES. 252 OES/TRK(.
NO TE : THE DATA STATE*2ENT USED 0.16 SE-CONDS AND E!OK.

1:3 DATA SU!!I

1-. rrCP Q;[7;

NCT7E:!'T E uiW 102 C:SErXAT,:N N 23 VAnlAnLES. 256 OZS/Tr K.

ITTE: THE DATA STAT,:7E!:T US--D 1. 12 SECONDS ;,.D L301".

XSI PR0E LCCSIET CT;
Eu: :~Y=, UCEFDOJf2 JCALT M:'4ENLX(PECT Fr-EEDOtN

i~~3 F;A:;EJJV !ZP ':r ::'DJZAT BA:I ETO77;

VWT.: LC vs rY~ESC THE '.Tf=. W)T LY n,, INS'TITUTE INC.

rI: i r X L .LLV.C L2IVTY 1DCLC::TEr, EUHA CH 27710
~::TH: F2:~~LC31iT UJD2.79 SECU: s A:71KND PilUNTED PAGES 1 TO 2.

1 ~ 5 .. * ,-
1, 07:7z1110 C2 07:-7=1175 C , C7E7=11!6 C7, C7E7:1165;

NOTE: CHAP r.,!T.r AU7 CC:'.'--,E!E To r,:::71C
VALV7ES AT Tfi. '.' GLo': 2 V N ILti: :CLlU:::J.

I5:~11 LC: S:.

?;' C: VAT.% SET t' UFE .C1ECrv.::SAN-) 24 VARIAE!LES. 252 ors/tr!.
rTZ E TI:- Sr;'.7:ET U-'Eu 0.10, s7C::3, AN:D "OK.

11,7 ZEAA 1UU
1 2 ~StT E'A:

rC-o7 37-7;

V1 'E: DATA SET i!,.i'~'1Hs 105 OnSMIHATICHS MID 23 VARIACLES. C256 OD!S/rl
VU I !: THE DATA 57AIE::::JT U,,EDL 0.13 SCCONWS AND 530K.

1 0) Pr.0E^ LOCIST CT;
17! SURF: NODEL Y= LOS EXPF7C::O JOE:LOO!( JOrALT MORALE Cr.AGrEE Fr:EDoN
172 FA:N1V VrEP HAMRIED N:XTBULAD JUcOA;,T SATNIL rETOFF WORKENV;

NOTE: LOSIST IS 5'UR!'>RTED tY Tl!E AUTF.C1, NOT CY SAS INSTITUTE INC.
V-TE: Fr,,,':! E. HAREL,.Y. AND rDERCEDIS PETERSON

1!- rT: CLINICAL EiOSTATISTICS
I'T OX 3363, rEUNE, UNIIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER, DUSHAII NC 27710
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SASVARXACLE HEAN STD DEV SUM
Y 195 0.70769231 0.45599366 138.00000000f'E 29.77948718 3.44248552 5307.000000000 I' 7.05123205 2.354516EB 1375.O00oo000

0. 3103304 557.00000000:.; *,h~'Mf I5 O.C512305 0.22114020 1O.00000000L ;.0 19!, 0. 4 9 4 0.4971=022 85.00000000IU: H i5 0.112:2051 0.31713761 22.00000000C . EE 195 0. 7,'.8713 O. 23474t53 35.0000000O0LO 19 0.40OCCOO O.49115,5 5 78.00000000
1.15 Z-974.3& 0.3L659336 31.000000001 50.LT 4 .!54: 974 O.49937$41 106.000000001 0. 320 76 ,2 0.463355!6 3.000000001 , . 3 ,1747s 0.43s94736 76.00000000I E 1]O , 0.31794:72 0.46b37809 62.00000000H I:':CT IC5 0.1"4.717,) 0.397121s 3C.0ooooooooTC Ir 1 0. 62:03 0.4 520266 122.00000000• H ... ',:0.4511i,47 

55.00000000I0 z 0z717;'.o 0.453610&5 56.0000000
0.37;i.371 0.450OC4 74.00000000r 1 0.,.31 1 0.404Z3465 40.00000000

" ;- O.A :271 4 0.44602986 53.00000000
0-.T:L 0.4230675 47.00000000

4  I,: 0.,.790 0. 46272646 135.00000000,. .0.5012041 97.00000000
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SASVARIA.LE MEAN STD DEV SUI
Y 10' 0.52941176 0.50159907 54.0000000010 28.54901qj 3.10422026 2912.00000000

6 '. 4313725 2.3944341 698.00000000r1' 3.VU4.16I 0.-1293193 311.00000000I, uir 1 0.02941 176 0.16979209 3.00000000o .;'0:;*0 !2 0.42:553 3 0.4962(879 43.00000000CV22S 0'012 
0.28503747 9.000000001 0.0..... 0. 4Cb3416 21.00000000JL:Er " 0. 4O3216 0.50208264 49.00000000JCZLC,~ 0K . 120.274j 0.39125GE5 19.00000000

J0"35Z412 
19.00.0447:1313

LP R "(1 "t"&'3 Y 75.00000000oUVLL'RK B 0O. 2343133 0. 4535Er 29.000000001;,; ". i0. 21 6- .27 0.41332.70 22.000000000.20 e 2 I .11 t5 0.457B9,21 30.oooooI:!'PLT 1 , 0.17647059 0.32310Z62 18.000ooo0o1 0.529i417c 0.5015-':-07 54.00000000
,. .9 17L, 0 •57C5-" 30.00000000,".. B' O.2 7L85 0.45723521 30.000000000 O. 40190073 0.49271-3 41.0(0000000C 0.21E.'S627 0.413270001 0.31372:49 0.662,7t5 32.00000000,0.127450920 0.44847073 25.COOOOO0. 0.708332 25 0.4578r:521 72.00000000I 1 0.44117t,-,7 0.4 919797(t 45.00000000
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PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS / PROD > IRI UNDER HO:RHO=O / N 195

Y

AGE 0.27394
AGE 0.0001

LOS 0.23963
0.0007

PAYGR 0.20153
0.0047

NXTDUrAD 0.09830
0.1716

EXPPR0riQ -0.41278
0.0001

CURM RD 0.01535
0.8313

CARAGREE 0.15368
0.0319

JOEOFFER 0.06444
0.3708

JOCLOOK, -0.24679
0.0006

JOLALT -0.1580
0.02b6

IJIFEIICRK 0.0524
0.41!7

INCSAT -0. 06.8
0.3712

MO3, ALE -0. 14229
0. 0472

I'IL.,FECT -0.110300. 1231

...STOrF -0.240:5
0.0C07

rrCCct -o. 27N0C
0. OQul

FA:'2?1V -0.11540
0. 444!,

f:!0,ES - 0. Of,. 5
0.et4 1 A )

JO2ZAT -0.:15714
0.0001

c;. I,, I V -(0. fq 2 ,"If
0.0001

5A T:: IL -0. 13,]
0. C01

IARIE D 0.1131114
0. 0(21

DEP 0.1653
O. 020O5

Y 1.0000
0.0000
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PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS / PROE > IRI UNDER HO:RHO=O ' N 102

Y

ACE 0.37105
ACE 0.0001
LOS 0.18229

0.0001

PAYGR 0.25136

0.0108

NXTDUCAD -0.06838

0.4946

EXPPlOMO -0.46795

0.0001
CURrED 0.15479

0.1203

CArAGREE -0.00571

0.9545

JOOFFER -0.03700

0.7120

JOLLOOIK -0.25522

0.0096

JOrALT -0.16499

0.0975

WIFEIflK 0.07172

0.4733

INZCAT -0.07256
0.4:320

MORALE -0.ZlC47
0.0337

MILXPECT -0.22-37o. 01:::

FET rF -0.1502
0.0G0h

Fr'EODCr, -0. 970

o. oo¢FA:!EtiV -0. - 0
0.0025

H '' -0.02 723

0.777

JCZAT -0.-212
0. c0Z:0

i:3 E.1E1v -0.0c, 17

0.0 -'7
D 0. 24(1

0.012

Y 1.00000
0.0000
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SAS 10: 3

LOGISTIC REGRESSION PROCEDURE

DEPENDENT VARIABLE: Y

195 OBSERVATIONS
57 Y 0 O

133 Y 1
0 OBSERVATIONS DELETED DUE TO HISSING VALUES

VARIABLE MEAN MINIMUM MAXIMUM S. D.

LOS 7.05128 4 12 2.35452
EXPPROMO 0.435897 0 1 0.49715
JOCLOOK 0.158974 0 1 0.366593
JOCALT 0.54359 0 1 0.499378
MORALE 0.317949 0 1 0.466878
CARAGREE 0.179437 0 1 0.394743
FREEDOM 0.282051 0 1 0.451155
FAMCNV 0.27179 0 1 0.453611
DEP 0.497436 0 1 0.50128
MARRIED 0.692303 0 1 0.462726
NXTOUBAD 0.0512321 0 1 0.22114
JOESAT 0.20512B 0 1 0.404835
SATHIL 0.241026 0 1 0.42E307
rETOFF 0.625641 0 1 0.485203
WOR;NV 0.271795 0 1 0.44603

-2 LOG LIKELIHOOD FOR MODEL CONTAINING INTERCEPT ONLY= 235.64

MCODEL CHI-SQUARE= 100.77 wITH 15 D.F. (SCORE STAT.) P=0.O
C0!VE'GENCE IN 7 ITERATIONS UITH 0 STEP PALVINGS r.= 0.632.
HlAX AnSOLUTE rERIVATIVErO.1154D-04. -2 LOG L= .111.65.
MODEL CHI-SQUARE= 123.99 WITH 15 D.F. (-2 LOG L. R. ) P=O.0

VARIAnLE BETA STD. ERROR CHI-SQUARE P R

INTERCEPT 1.11319Z31 0.;1502102 1.55 0.2135
LOS 0.!b0i'52 0.1327EZ10 8.90 0.0029 0.171
E:PP-C!!0 -2.943_o0o 0.611220:0 23.15 0.0000 -0.300
JC LCCI( -0.205909:0 0.6735537 0.09 0.7619 0.000
J? .,LT -1.03>99113 0. 7.53 3.55 0.0590 -0.0s!

-0.01059 0.61452'31 0.00 0.974j 0.000
CA 14 E 0.r1Ac5:7 0.79779114 0.30 0.5254 0.000
Fl '3; 0 1, .7 '4 7 0.604,52570 0.00 0. 75 7 0.000
FA!3 0. 753176t, 3.79 0.0654 0.077
DIP 0 "'

'  0.62075370 0.;2 0.3002 0.000
111, 7ED 0. '.0-757 0.t i50260 1.'3 0.2012 0.000
iXTlvuUAD 3.1390C914 2. 2 2Z 1.39 0.2391 0.000
J0- --'T -0.7 '911'0 0.67'c!1033 1.30 0.2540 0.000
SATIUL - 3. 5 1 52 0. 50991544 13.'5 0.0000 -0.2 7
DETOfF -1. 170 0.61115CoO 3.83 0.0':$3 -0.0 ?
Uor(.K;1V -0_.C42Z157 0.65172735 0.09 0.701 0.000

CLASSIF:CATION TADLS

PRSDICTED

NEGATIVE POSITIVE TOTAL

NEGATIVE I 46 I 11 1 57

TRUE I I IPOSITIVE I 8 I 130 I 133
I --------------------- I---- ----

TOTAL I 54 I 141 I 195

SENSITIVITY: 94.2': SPECIFICITY: 80.7' CO rCCT: 90.3'
FALSE FOSITIVE RATE: 7. S, FALSE NEGATIVE RATE: 14.8'.
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SAS 10: 38
LOGISTIC REGRESSION PROCEDURE

DEPENDENT VARIABLE: Y

102 OBSERVATIONS
48 Y 0
54 Y I
0 OBSERVATIONS DELETED DUE TO MISSING VALUES

VARIABLE MEAN MINIMUM MAXIMUM S. D.

LOS 6.84314 4 12 2.39944
EXPPROIO 0.421569 0 1 0.496249
JOELOOK 0.186275 0 1 0.391251
JODALT 0.735294 0 1 0.443355
MORALE 0.294118 0 1 0.4S7895
tIILXPECT 0.176471 0 1 0.383103
FREEDOM 0.294113 0 1 0.457895
FAMENV 0.294113 0 1 0.457895
DEP 0.441170 0 1 0.49898
MARRIED 0.705a'2 0 1 0.457395
NXTDUZAD 0.0294118 0 1 0.169792*
JO:SAT 0.215.t26 0 1 0.413329
SAT11IL 0.27451 0 1 o.44s471
LET3,F 0.529412 0 1 0.501599

WARNING: VARIAELE HAS LIIITED DISPERSION.

-2 LOG LIKELIHOOD FOR MODEL CONTAINING INTERCEPT ONLY= 141.05

11ODEL CHI-SQUARE= 46.72 hITH 14 D.F. (SCORE STAT.) P=0.0000.
CONVEPCECE IN 6 ITERATIONS VITH 0 STEP HALVINGS r: 0.482.
MlAX ABSOLUTE DERIVATIVE=0.403S3-O5. -2 LOG L= 80.Z7.
IIODEL CHI-SQUARE= 60.78 WITH 14 D.F. 1-2 LOG L.R.) P=O.0000.

VARIABLE LETA STD. ERROR CHI-SQUARE P R

INTErCEPT -1.49039143 1.14703373 1.69 0.1030
LOS 0.54'0423 0.152C7032 11.64 0.0006 0.261
rF'rO:O -2.5og44415 O.E/0727L-3 13.,3 0.0002 -0.210

FL"9 -0.370314 0.3ZliT77 0.16 0.b69 0.000
'LT 0.0020062 0.552 0.00 0."03 0.000

I -0.904Z 510 0.755775 1.4 0.23:1 0.0co
: L',-CT 0.19C37:3 1.0 02S335 0.04 0.8472 0.000
F.-E :1 -0.69Z91s 0.75003997 0.E6 0.Z549 0.000
F ;. -1.5:207474 0 .7 132 4.41 0.025, -C.1 Ii
0:R -0,2 $ 0.7cZ03799 0.11 0.7371 0.000

. 6 49101 08:2302 0.63 0.42C3 0.000
I IXT1.1. D -,. 027314 0 1. 72:.1 4.60 0.0Z20 -0.1 b
JC-S'T 0.3o"647 4 I 3'sicz 0.06 0.1i21 0.000

L 0.5923 1.Z07Z1$:5 0. 25 0.6195 0.000
E:TOFF -0.5447204 c3:.2: 0.63 0.4,263 0.003

CLASSIF:CAT:CH TAZLE

PFEZ:CTE3

NCGATIVE P:SITIVE TOTAL

NECATIVE I 37 I 9 I 43
TRUE I I I

POSITIVE I 6 I 43 I S4
1 ------------------- I ---------

TOTAL I 45 I 57 I 102

SENSITIVITY: 88.9" SrECIFIC:TY: 01.3% CORRECT: C5.3%
FAL5E POSITIVE RATE: 15.3% FALSE NEGATIVE RATE: 13.3%
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APPENDIX D

COMPUTER ANALYSIS RESULTS (NAVAL AVIONICS SAMPLE)

This appendix contains the computer program and program

results used in the analysis of the Naval Avionics Center

sample. The data set for this program was created by the

authors and entered using a CARDS statement in SAS.

Eventually, these data will be available as a mass storage

file under the cognizance of the thesis co-advisors.

Following the copy of the program, a table of variables,

including mean values, a first-order correlation table, and

the results of the Logit regression are presented.
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1SASUU) LOG OS SAS 5.18 VS2iMVS JOB DAVIS STEP SAS

I !OTC: COPYRICIhT (C) 19S4,1 -38 SAS INISTITUTE INC..* CA71,Y, N.C. 275120 U.S.A.
vOTC: THZ JOID DAVIS HAS LEC14 RUI UNlZZ RELEASE 5.1.' OF SAS AT NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL (0604300',6

NOTE: CPUID V:RSION =00 SERIAL =02182.0 MODEL =3033

VOTE: SAS OPTIONS SPECIFIED ARE:
SrZT=4

YOUR SERVICE AGrEEIIENT HAS EXPIRED FOR THE FOLLOWING PRODUCT(S):
SAS
SAS/ETS

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR COttPUTIt)G INSTALLATION'S USER SERVICE
PERSONNZIL OR INSTALLATION SAS REPRESENTATIVE.

(- DENO3TES EXPIRATION1 ERROR, OTHERNISEP EXPIRATION WARNING)

I DATA ONE;
2 1INPUT CASE GEN1DER AGE LOS ED IIIARRIED DEP DEPT PAYOR WJIFEVIORK JODLOOK

3 ~JCLSAT SENSAT COUOIK FREEDOM PAYSAT JOESEC SATPrOMO TRA1IN BONUSSAT
4 JCESEEK JOBALT EXFPROlO INTE11TI BETO.-F INTENT2 MIORALE VIORKE14V SATNAC
5 LEETFFZ IiACXPECT PAYSAT2 JOBOFFER EXPLOS TECH MG;IT CREAT AUTO SEC;

CARS

NOTE: SAS (lENT To A NEU? LINE WHEN IN1PUT STATLMENT
rEACit-D PAST THE END OF A LINE. ,:L

N!OTE: DATA SET U'I '.CNJE HAS 169 CC' ErVAYIO'tS AlND 39 VARIArLES. 143 OBS/TrK.
N3TE_: THE DATA STATEHIENT USED 0.2E7 SECONDS AND 530:(.

-' DATA TUVO
:;47 SET C>

3IF GEN!'ER=1; /n!1ALES CNLY4/
IF LOS>1 AND LCS(13; 'ETO 12 YRS LCSx/

V;ArNIJG 341: VOUR SERVICE ASREEMENT HAS EXPIRED. PLEASE
CONTACT M I CPUTIN, INSTALLATION1'S USER SERVICE
FCEREONNEL OR1 IRSTALLATION SAS IILPRESENTATIVE.

NRTZ: rATA SET k:O7.T1.O HAS 136 CE:SERVAT:OWS ANl! -0 VARIACLES. 148 OrS/TRK.
NOTC: THE DATA STATEt;CNT USED 0. 11 SECONDS AND 53ON.

DATA TH~rEE;
EZT T :E;
IF EL"3 THEN CDZI;

ELEE EDmO; /)!'iASTERS OR DOCTOnATEO/
IF 'FAQ(3THEN IIF!RK.I4RCD A RESPO:ISE'4'
IF J:7AT(4 THCN JOZSAT:1;,

ELSE JOCSAT=O; /,SAT 11 .JOD IS BASE%/
'~T<4 TIhE ENSAT=1;

ZL E::ENSAT=G; /,,!AT I! EEN IS rASE's/
I ~ T ' ''2R~ N CO'!OM.=1;
r0 oLS crN:o; /ySAT 11 CDI:DRK LASEx/

I IF F !Z4THENI FREEDE2I;
!:' _: E_ : /oSA*T UI FRECDCII IS CASEx/

3 ~IF r-%'AT4 TH, -N PAYS;AT=1;
L PA,SA, /oSAT 11 PAY IS CASEt/

IF Ti;<', ' JO:SEC:1;,

IF AFEC T't A'EC;
ELST -AFO::O SAT Ut FRONO IS !DASE'A/

L" T E TIIN 1;IIGISES
o £LCE TR~~~~,iIN;o; ' SAT HTANN SDS~

71IF E:FA 4TH EN ECNU3SAT=1;
Z2 ELSE: ECUST=O* /iSAT 11 rOIIUS rA 3E /

373, IF ALT>S Z : JCTALT=1;
- 4 ESE JF.~LtO;/*POOR JOCALT IS CASEW'

IF E~T'Oo4TH:1N EXPPflOMlO:1'
ELSE E:,PFFC!:qO /#.EXFECT PRO=O IS CASEi/

;77 7 IF SE1oFF>z THE DTOFF:1;.
7:ELSE tZT7FF:o; /NA ETTOFF IF QUITO/

'37-? IF !!TTIT2>3 THEN71 CAREEr=1;
O0 ELS' CATUE:O; ,:OCREITIS tASE'*/

S1IF f ELE(4 TIPJ:' ICRALE: 1;
E! LSE 107TALEO /0I IRL IS DS~

- IF I~JEV4THEN 1HORKEIV:1;
ELSE I:OMICNV:O0; /o.SAT VORKENV IS CACEEf/
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2SAS(R) LOG OS SAS 5.18 VS2/MVS JOB DAVIS STEP SAS

:17 15 IF SA TNACtti THElf SATtAC:1;p
ELSE SATMAC:O; /MSAT It 1AC LIFE EASE*/

:,7 IF Z£ETOrf 2>4 THEN rETOFF2=1;
ELSE LSTOFr2:0; /KBETOFF IF QUIT*/

IF ri cxflcT(, THCN NACXPECT=1;
S~OELSE NlACXPECT=O; /MNAC AS EXP IS BASE*/

Z1IF J0!!OFF~r:=3 THIEN JO"EOFFER~:1;
TO01LOS:E XP LOS+ I.OS;

; 3ACE LOS ZAGEs EXP LOS;
Z'74 IF EXPLOS>12 OR TOTLOS)20 OR AGELOS>'55 THEN LIFER:1;
395l ELSE LIFER=O;

NOTE: MISSING VALLZS WERE GENERATED AS A RESULT OF PERFORMING
All OPEPATION ON hIISSING VALUES.
EACH PLACE IS GIVEN EY: 0NUHEECR OF TNfES) AT I LINE): tCOLUMN).

3 AT 392: 3 AT 393:8

VOTE: DATA SET VQRK.THREE HAS 136 OSSERVATIONS ANID 4J VARIABLES. 134 OCS/TRK.
NlOTE': THC DATA STATEIMENT USED 0.23 SECONDOS AND 534K.

-y DATA FOUR;
Z 7 SET THnEE;

0 DROP PAYSAT2 INTENT1 CASE GENDER INTENTZ JOrSEEK;

COT7: DATA SET I: .,:(.FCUR HAS 135 O!RS 'PATIC!JS AND 37 VARIABLES. 156 OtS'TRI<.
NI.,! : THE DATA STAT EI1ET USED 0.12 S-COIJDS AND 5OOI1.

<1 V10 LIFER;
VITH -ALL..

:c :THC Pr0C2DUE CMIR USED 0.Z' SECO14DS AND 640K AND PRINTED PAGES 1 TO 4.

01 PnCC LOGIST CT;
4 NODEL LIFERCLOS AGE JCrl-Ol JOCCAT JOEALT rETOFF MORALE SATN4AC DEP

4 C~i BETOFF2 r4ACXP:CT JO:EOFFER; /ANAC SPECIFICN/

f:OTE: LOG-IST is surrORTED BY TNE AUTF:C7. NOT DY SAS ItISTITUTE INC.
NE: FrPA:.( E. HA -rRELL, JR. AND rEr.CEL:'S PECTERSON 3/S3

!,)TE: CLINICA L TDIDOTA^TISTICS
:E: COX ZZ-7 Dl,':,E UNIVZrSITY MECICAL CENTER, DU!RNAll NC 27710

T!!'. CEUR LOGIST USED 3. C9 SEEC..-S AND 71!:K AND PrINTED PAGE S.
11;7. SAS L3OED 711, ?E ::t:OrlY.

hOTZ: SAS 1?NZTI-JTE INC,

CARY', N.C. 27.512-8000
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SAS
VA.IAt LE I:AN STD DEV SUlM
LI Ef 136 0.22794118 0.42105532 31.00000000

;2.30Z23 7.23316;13 43 4.00000000LC3 15.72c:2:4 2.S1712039 778.00000000
70.!25ZC I 0.3319454 17.00000000
0I.D 10 1 0.474!5303 90.000000000 . 0.501-3133 6b.O00000OO0T1 62. 2.7 

2 .91614 904.00000000p, , 11.5 lT411 6 0.6'7724 156.00000000T/0.7ORt( 1 -7-a- 0.4 33B40 64.00000000J 'LCJIt 16 0 .z5 '- 0.4013972 28.00000000JT 1 0.2 :14 0.4257E065 32.00000000T 1S 0.0.4L773565 52.000000000, : ; 12o 0.0.7- 1 0.2t19o342 10.00000000FI:' 1"O 0I0 1, %7 0.24950932 9.00000000
,, T 0.572 0.49639221 78.0000000o.L Z 1 . 0.0073529 0.00574929 1.O00000CoS PlO 0 1 , 0.£Z02 0.50135931 71.00000000T-*d 15 O.27'417u 0.4503t901 33.O000000F T 1 0.532,I 0.493,.~1 72.00000000J '',LT 1 0. :1 0.47227023 45.000000000,; 1, 0.710.453223 97.00000000S7 LT:-: 10.,0 0.47227023 45.000000000 15 0. %e7 0.4973550 77.00000000

0. " 0.50179417 67.000000001,' 0 1765 0.49523077 57.00000000
50. 705 0.40940641 53.00000000rCT 1 0.705 0.49109721 54.000000000.47965129 48.0000000n

1:-;L7 6.e:cc. 5.09602,-1& 9:9.C0000001, 2.27:1 1.165S7922 315.00000000t'.. r I, 3.406:307 1.40417950 4L6.00000000C " 1Z:, 2.72C3:C0 1.25291714 365.00000000
1 1.37494!53 4b6.00000000
2.&0740741 1.41683006 379.00000000C. l 3 0.19117647 0.39468142 26.00000000T&7LOS IZ3 12.6 9172:3 6.364C2022 16Z3.00000000L 3 39.375c39£5 9.44569925 5237.00000000
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PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS / PROS > IRI UNDER HO:RHO=O / NUltER OF OrSERVATIONS

LIFER

AGE 0.41208
0.00:1

1-b

LOS 0.2Z515
0.0C03

1-b

ED 0.00662
0.92%o

1Z5

C . -,,

E~f, ''-,T

FM-P EED 0.01212

C O. 4 ":

0.6175

0 .5 a-5

1£57

cc -0. 06-7-

0.1!(

FE E O 0 ....

ib

227:Y0 CT O 04' 5

SATPP0 0!, -004' ."4
0 t 311

13o

TRAN -0. 142c
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PEARSON CORRELATION4 COEFFICIENTS / PROD > IRI UNDER HO:RHO-0 NUMEER OF CESERVATIONIS

L IrER

JOILALT -0.30759

EXPPROIIO 0 0C4703
0.61;

EETCFF -o IOF2

MORA LE -0.27,0
0 .

ET

4'F;T 0 C

SEC 0 .0 7S0

C . C

croo 0 6 73

ATCOZLOCS 0 . -7 0D
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SAS 10: 04 T;

LOGISTIC REGRESSICN PROCEDURE

DEPENDENT VARIAI:LE: LIFER

136 OSERVATIONS
105 LIFER = 0
31 LIFER = I
0 0£SERVATIONS DELETED DUE TO MISSING VALUES

VARIAELE MEAN MINIMUM MAXIMUM S. D.

LOS 5.72059 2 12 2.81712
AGE 32.30-3 24 63 7.23317
JOELCOK 0.205-2 0 1 0.40534
JOrSAT 0.23529 4 0 1 0.425751

rJOCALT 0.330CS2 0 1 0.47227
ECTOFF 0.330112 0 1 0.47227
10 RALE 0.56b176 0 1 0.497434
SATNAC 0.419113 0 1 0.495239
rEP 0.4 S- :4 0 1 0.5ol531
EETOFF2 0.229705 0 1 0.4n946
NACX-ECT 0.39705? 0 1 0.491097
JOZOFFTR 0.35Z941 0 1 0.479651

-2 LOG LIKELIHOOD FOR MODEL CONTAININ^4 INTERCEPT ONLY" 146.00

MODEL CHI-SQU,,nE- 40.02 WITH 12 D.F. (SCORE STAT.) P:0.0000.
CO;JVERS LCE I'N 7 ITEr,.,TIC:'S WITH 0 STEP HALVINGS R= 0.503.
MAX ASSOLUTE 2ERIVATIV£=O.9211D-05. -2 LOG L= 35.00.
NODEL CHI-SQU,R= 61.00 I1TH 12 D.F. (-2 LOG L.R. ) P=0.0000.

VARIA LE BETA STD. ErRCR CHI-SQUARE P R

IIITZrCEPT -5.93Q3904 1.637."24 13.15 0.0003
LOS 0.17403672 0.104,:1076 2.75 0.OQ73 0.072
A," 0.14302210 0.041 9.99 0.0016 0.234
Jr'L0'V1 - 2

.
1S 1.C., .... ,0.:3 0.56E5 0.000

.O. 972.-2 0.13 0.7193 O.0011 '' I C 3 t7 . (: _., 3.16, 0.07_5'C. -0.0 "9

ZIo]; I. ¢'1773? i. ZI.E 077 1.4 0.2267 0.000
::Z,,LE -0.0:691T. 0.6iOZ5Z!4 0.00 0.97C3 0.000
soT ;,1% -2. 1 ,1424 ? 0.01:0C2110 5.76 0.016,1 -0.160

0. 225:2 0.57215223 2.ES 0. 10S3 0.0,!3
r.TOr22 -2. 1257.2" 1. 2"C7i 0. 5 0. 00z'., -0. 0"3
rm x r::/ -0. 71 C'.! Z 0. C.6 39 .' 1.33 0.25,46 0.000
J u 7 L, r -1.314:3;3 0.62734912 3.63 0.0566 -0.106

CLASSIFICATIC;I TAnLE

PRED:CTED

NEGATIVE POSITIVE TOTAL

N2GATIV: 1 100 1 5 1 105
TRUE I I I

POSITIVE I 12 I 19 I 31
------------------------- I ---------

TOTAL I 112 I 24 I 136

SrNSITIVITY: 61.3% SPECIFICITY: 95.": CORRECT: 87.5"%
FALSE POSITIVE RATE:'ZO.2" FALSE NEGATIVE RATE: 10.7';

C:0.902 SC':ZR DYX=0.t03 GAI:HA=0.804 TAU-A=0.235
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i

APPENDIX E

RESULTS OF COLLINEARITY DIAGNOSTICS BY SAMPLE

This appendix contains the results of the multicollineari-

ty diagnostics run on each sample. The results were obtained

by using the variables determined significant in correlation

analysis as explanatory variables in an ordinary least squares

regression, and programming for collinearity tables. The

surface warfare community sample is presented first, followed

by the submarine community sample, and finally, the Naval

Avionics Center sample.
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